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Abstract
Orbital debris in low Earth orbit is of growing concern to operational satellites from
the government and commercial sector. With an uptick in worldwide satellite launches
and the growing adoption of the CubeSat standard, the number of small objects in orbit
are increasing at a faster pace than ever. As a result, a cascading collision event seems
inevitable in the near future.
The United States Strategic Command tracks and determines the orbit of resident
space objects using a worldwide network of radar and optical sensors. However, in or-
der to better protect space assets, there has been increased interest in not just knowing
where a space object is, but what the object is. The optical and spectral characteristics
of solar light reected o of satellites or debris can provide information on the physical
state or identity of the object. These same optical signatures can be used for mission
support of operational satellite missions—down to satellites as small as CubeSats. Op-
tical observation of CubeSats could provide independent monitoring of spin rate, de-
ployable status, identication of individual CubeSats in a swarm, or possibly attitude
information.
This thesis rst introduces the reader to a review of available observation tech-
niques followed by the basics of observational astronomy relevant to satellite tracking.
The thesis then presents the OSCOM system—a system for Optical tracking and Spec-
tral characterization of CubeSats for Operational Missions. OSCOM is a ground-based
system capable of observing and characterizing small debris and CubeSats with com-
mercially available optical telescopes and detectors. The system is just as applicable for
larger satellites which have higher signal to noise ratio. The OSCOM system has been
used to successfully collect time-series photometry of more than 60 unique satellites
of all sizes. Selected photometry results are presented along with a discussion of the
technical details required for optical observation of small satellites.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The United States Strategic Command Joint Space Operations Center (JSpOC), charged
with tracking satellites and debris in Earth orbit, currently monitors more than 17,500
objects [JSpOC, 2016]. Of these objects, about 16,000 are debris from launches or broken
and damaged satellites, over 1300 are operational satellites, and a growing number fall
somewhere in between these categories—CubeSats [Swartwout, 2014; UCS, 2015]. To
keep track of the orbits of all of these resident space objects (RSOs) and watch for po-
tential collisions between them, JSpOC commands the worldwide Space Surveillance
Network (SSN) of 30 radar and optical observatories to make several hundred thousand
spot observations daily [USSTRATCOM, 2014]. These spot observations provide orbit
predictions for most satellite operators, but the current system has diculty tracking
satellites in the 10 cm size range or smaller and does little to characterize them. Ad-
ditionally, the number of objects that need to be tracked limit the availability of the
system to observe small, low-priority satellites.
CubeSats are a unique class of satellite that often have older or less accurate orbital
elements than large commercial satellites. They are nanosatellites with a standardized
form factor originated by Professor Robert Twiggs of the Department of Aeronautics
and Astronautics at Stanford University and further developed by Professor Jordi Puig-
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Suari by Cal Poly in San Luis Obispo [CubeSat, 2016]. CubeSats are measured in “units”
or U where a 1U CubeSat is a 10 cm cube, plus the length of any antennae or instru-
ments that may be deployed on orbit. Their mass must be no more than 1.33 kg. Cube-
Sats may be made larger by stacking 1U sections, e.g. a 3U CubeSat has dimensions of
10 × 10 × 30 cm. By utilizing a common form factor, CubeSat projects can deploy their
satellites using standardized deployment mechanisms such as the Poly Picosatellite Or-
bital Deployer (P-POD), the NanoRacks CubeSat Deployer, or other devices [NanoRacks,
2013; The CubeSat Program, 2014]. These deployers allow CubeSats to be deployed from
the International Space Station or launch vehicles such as the Atlas V where CubeSats
ride as secondary payloads alongside a larger satellite. Because of their small size, rela-
tively low launch costs, and rapid development cycle, CubeSats are especially popular
projects for universities looking to develop new space technology or deploy instruments
for the in situ observation of the near-Earth space environment or other studies. Given
the demonstrated potential of CubeSats as a tool for testing new technology at low cost,
an increasing number of CubeSat launches have been by government or commercial
operators, who made up 80% of CubeSat launches in 2015 [Swartwout, 2016].
Despite their potential for success, nearly 50% of CubeSats have had mission fail-
ure with primary causes being no contact or power or communication loss [Swart-
wout, 2013]. Failure is especially common among universities and rst-time CubeSat
designers—a group that remains large as new universities around the globe compete
for CubeSat funding and launch spots yearly. After failure, CubeSats endanger other
satellites that we rely on in daily life1. Their small size makes consistent and accurate
orbit determination by the SSN a dicult task, and CubeSat operators often have little
knowledge of what systems have failed or what the cause of failure was. These Cube-
Sats and the thousands of pieces of debris in orbit make up the current Space Situational
1Small, uncontrolled “beep sats” that perform only very basic functions such as transmitting an
identication in Morse code are also often considered debris by large satellite operators, even if they are
technically functional. More generally, the inability of most CubeSats to maneuver in space makes them a
liability for collisions.
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Awareness (SSA) issue.
This thesis details the creation of the OSCOM system, which provides Optical track-
ing and Spectral characterization of CubeSats for Operational Mission support. OSCOM
addresses several components to solving the SSA problem, including electro-optics and
tracking, reduction, and analysis of spatial and photometric data, but it specializes in the
targeted optical observation and characterization of CubeSats and other small satellites.
These observations provide independent verication of spacecraft operation and help
identify unknown RSOs. Much work has been conducted to optically observe satellites
since the beginning of the space program, so this introduction will review previous
work and discuss how OSCOM satellite observations can aid satellite missions.
1.1 Review of Satellite Observation Techniques
Before Sputnik had even launched, people were thinking about how satellites could be
observed from the ground. As early as 1954, O’Keefe suggested covering satellites with
retro-reectors and illuminating them using spotlights [O’Keefe, 1955], while others
imagined satellites could carry bright strobe lights into orbit [Veis, 1963]. Additional
work estimated the expected intensity of reected sunlight from satellites to observers
on earth [Zirker, Whipple, & Davis, 1956] and showed that although the intensity var-
ied greatly with the size of the satellite, many would be visible by eye. The launch of
Sputnik-1 in 1957 proved that even a half-meter polished sphere in low Earth orbit
would be visible to the naked eye, although just only, being at around magnitude ve2
(see section 2.1 for an explanation of the magnitude system).
The late 1950s and 1960s brought a tremendous eort by the US military, civilian
scientists, and even amateurs participating in the Project Moonwatch program to de-
velop tracking systems and record observations of articial satellites for precision orbit
2Many casual observers trying to glimpse Earth’s rst articial satellite likely saw the rst magnitude
26m long upper stage rocket that brought Sputnik to orbit rather than the satellite itself [NSSDCA, 2016].
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determination [Whipple & Hynek, 1958]. As early as January 1960, Homann, Krotkov,
and Dicke published a paper [Homann et al., 1960] discussing the instrumentation
requirements for precision optical tracking of articial satellites that might allow the
detection of minute variations in Earth’s gravitational eld. However, it was George
Veis’s 47-page paper “Optical tracking of articial satellites” that provided a complete
outline of optical satellite tracking up to that time [Veis, 1963].
Tracking modes
Included in “Optical tracking of articial satellites” is a discussion of the three common
modes of photographic satellite tracking: recording with the telescope in a xed staring
mode, with the telescope mount moving at sidereal rate, or with the telescope tracking
at the satellite rate. Each of these modes provide unique advantages and disadvantages,
as shown in Figure 1.1. The staring mode is very simple to implement because the tele-
scope mount is xed, but both background stars and the satellite will trail across the
focal plane array for the duration of the exposure. A staring mode is useful for geosta-
tionary satellites, however, because they have a roughly xed position in the sky. The
second mode, moving at sidereal rate, is also commonly achievable because nearly all
astronomical telescope mounts are capable of moving at this rate, which compensates
for Earth’s rotation. Although this allows the detection of dimmer background stars,
satellites will be trailed across the image. Finally, the satellite rate track mode allows
detection of dimmer satellites than the other modes, but may require a special telescope
control system or a priori knowledge on the orbit of the satellite. Pointing the telescope
to a geostationary satellite and turning the mount track rates to 0 is eectively the rate
track mode for geostationary satellites.
Veis also reviews several camera systems that operate in each of the track modes.
The Ballistic Camera BC-4 uses a 117mm aperture lens with a 215 × 190mm glass plate
providing a 30° × 50° eld of view and is used in a staring mode. The larger Astrogeodetic
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Figure 1.1: Satellites and background stars appear dierent depending on the track mode of the
telescope mount. Image (a) demonstrates a mount tracking at sidereal rate so that the satellite
forms a streak over the exposure. Image (b) shows either a geostationary satellite with the
mount motors o or a satellite with the telescope mount tracking it across the sky in a rate track
mode. A mount in a xed staring mode would see both background stars and the satellite trail
across the image, as shown in (c).
Stellar Camera PC-1000 is a modied aerial reconnaissance camera on an azimuth-
elevation mounting, also used as a staring camera. It has an 8 inch aperture, but higher
focal ratio, so that it only provides a 10° × 10° eld of view with the same size plate.
Although glass plates lack the quantum eciency of modern semiconductor detectors,
they could be easily made in large sizes, producing a very large eld of view. Choice of
modern detectors for satellite observation will be discussed in section 4.2.
The best known tracking camera discussed by Veis is the Baker-Nunn Camera,
which was purpose designed for satellite observation (shown in Figure 1.2). The 0.5m
f /1 optic produces a curved focal surface where a strip of lm is stretched. This in-
strument is capable of photographing 14.5mag stars in a 20 s exposure [Veis, 1963]; a
specication that is now beat by more sensitive detectors. Nonetheless, the Baker-Nunn
Cameras were deployed as a global network by the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observa-
tory and provided satellite orbit determination and geodetic science into the mid-1970s.
After the invention of the laser in 1960, it did not take long for satellite observers
to implement active optical observation techniques. In 1964, Snyder, Hurst, Granger,
and Halsey reported on laser ranging observations of the Beacon Explorer B satellite
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Figure 1.2: The Baker Nunn camera for satellite tracking with Joseph Nunn and manufacturers
Clyde Chivens and Harry Boller. From Boller and Chivens [2011].
with NASA Goddard Space Flight Center [Snyder et al., 1965]. The tracking method was
primitive; the telescope was pointed at locations predicted by the satellite ephemeris at
one minute intervals and the laser was manually red when the satellite passed through
the cross hairs of a sighting telescope. Despite the simplicity, laser signal returns from
the satellite were measured and the technique was later rened to achieve high preci-
sion orbit determination and geodetics. Although laser ranging is not possible at many
small observatories because of safety concerns and lack of necessary equipment, the
International Laser Ranging Service3 operates a network of satellite laser ranging ob-
servatories capable of centimeter accuracy orbit determination. Precision spin rates
are similarly possible, but both measurements are usually only performed on satellites
designed to reect laser pulses.
Also beginning in 1964, the United States Air Force began investigating the use
of reected light to determine a satellite’s physical or dynamic characteristics. Previ-
3http://ilrs.gsfc.nasa.gov/
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ously, nearly all observations had been concerned with orbit determination. Lambert
[1971] described the development of equipment and procedures to measure the re-
ectance spectra of orbiting spacecraft with the Air Force Aerospace Research Lab’s
satellite tracking telescope. Lambert showed that the reectance spectra produced us-
ing a low resolution scanning spectrometer could be used to identify the presence of
aluminum and white paint. That two of the satellites were of Soviet and Chinese ori-
gin also demonstrated the capability of passive satellite observation for identifying
unknown resident space objects.
By the year 2000, Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) and Boeing, Rocketdyne
Technical Services demonstrated the feasibility of using small aperture commercial-o-
the-shelf (COTS) telescopes and detectors for asteroid and satellite surveillance [P. W.
Kervin et al., 1998]. Sensor and computer technology had increased suciently to allow
an inexpensive, rapidly deployed system with the sensitivity and capability to track
and observe satellites. Such a system, usually employing telescopes of between 12
and 16 inch aperture, is known as a Raven system. Raven is not a specic collection
of components, but a design paradigm that leverages tools available to the amateur as-
tronomer [Sydney et al., 2000]. Often, a Raven system consists of a standalone telescope,
detector, dome, and control system to obtain and reduce data remotely. These versa-
tile systems continue to be deployed in up-to-date variations because of the ease with
which they can be purchased and assembled.
Raven-class telescopes have proven their capability in many observation campaigns.
Linares et al. [2013] used the Raven telescope at Los Alamos National Laboratory to suc-
cessfully verify a shape estimation scheme based on photometry of low orbiting rocket
bodies. Raven systems have also been deployed to study satellites in geostationary or-
bits that had exhibited anomalies or other changes [Tamara E Payne et al., 2007; Paul
Kervin, Hall, Toth, & Lambert, 2014].
A somewhat improved version of the Raven system using a larger 0.5m telescope
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was created by engineers at RC Optical Systems (RCOS) [Azari & Ehrhorn, 2007]. Al-
though this system used COTS CCD imagers and a COTS acquisition telescope, the RC
Optical Systems elevation over azimuth (EL/AZ) tracking mount provided improved
tracking performance over the Raven systems. Additionally, the use of the automated
acquisition camera allowed RCOS to initiate open loop tracking but then begin oset
guiding to put the satellite in the center of the main imaging array. In order to improve
the imaging cadence, the RCOS system sub-framed the detector readout on the satellite
position and used the high accuracy of the mount pointing model to rene the orbital
elements of each satellite tracked.
Shortly afterwards, Gra [2010] presented a thesis describing a similar closed-loop
control system for the Air Force Institute of Technology’s COTS Satellite Tracking
Telescope. Gra recognized that actively tracking with a closed-loop controller would
allow tracking of satellites that deviated from their published TLEs. This was especially
important given the small eld of view of their 10 inch Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope.
Spurred by the increasing Space Situational Awareness problem, the United States
Air Force Academy (USAFA) created a Center for Space Situational Awareness Research
(CSSAR), and with it, the Falcon Telescope Network (FTN) [Dearborn, Chun, Liu, &
Tippets, 2011]. FTN is a network of 0.5m telescopes with identical instrumentation
clustered in Colorado and with additional sites around the world. Figure 1.3 shows the
Falcon Telescope at Otero Junior College in La Junta, Colorado. The network is designed
to be a general optical space situational awareness tool used for observation of satellites
in low and geosynchronous Earth orbit, and with photometric, spectral, and sometimes
polarimetric measurement capabilities. As a telescope network, FTN can make multi-
site observations to deduce additional information on a satellite’s geometry in a single
pass, as demonstrated by Hope [2014]. Falcon Telescope Network is also meant to serve
as an educational tool and is primarily utilized by students rather than professional
researchers.
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Figure 1.3: A typical 0.5m Falcon Telescope installed at the Otero Junior College node of
the Falcon Telescope Network. From USAFA Center for Space Situational Awareness
Research [2013].
Several other universities have also recently begun construction of observatories
for satellite observation. Coder and Holzinger [2013] performed a careful analysis to
determine which size Raven-class telescope will work well for the Georgia Institute
of Technology observatory in Atlanta, Georgia. They concluded that although a tele-
scope with high focal ratio will reduce the impact of bright background skies, the SNR
threshold required by the detection algorithm also has a large inuence on the overall
capability of the system for orbit determination. At Cal Poly San Luis Obispo, Schmalzel
[2013] presented a thesis aiming to demonstrate the feasibility of observing small LEO
satellites with “amateur” or Raven-class telescopes. Although dozens of satellites were
observed as part of that work, only one smallsat, a 0.6 × 0.6m microsatellite, was suc-
cessfully tracked. However, by extrapolating TLE accuracy and magnitude predictions
to CubeSats, Schmalzel concludes CubeSat observation with amateur equipment may
be possible under ideal observing conditions. Lastly, others have begun to experiment
with laser ranging techniques using COTS equipment [Hampf, Wagner, & Riede, 2015].
Although this does not allow for high power lasers, which are required for active sens-
ing of small objects, it does oer sucient power to see echoes from satellites equipped
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Figure 1.4: The Celestron RASA deployed in the eld on an amateur astronomy mount is
capable of observing CubeSat sized objects.
with retro-reectors and possibly large un-cooperative objects.
1.2 OSCOM’s Role
The primary goal of OSCOM is to develop and apply a complete solution for targeted
optical characterization of individual small satellites and debris in orbit. OSCOM also
investigates spatially resolved imaging of large satellites as a secondary goal. Orbit de-
termination is a tertiary goal that will come out of a new photometry technique planned
for OSCOM in the future. The requirements for CubeSat photometry are quite dierent
than satellite imaging, and the equipment that OSCOM deploys reects the needs of
specic observations. OSCOM is fortunate to make use of the observatory at Embry-
Riddle’s Daytona Beach campus, which has a 1m, 0.5m, and smaller telescopes, as
well as specialty equipment, including an 11 inch Celestron RASA Schmidt Astrograph,
shown in Figure 1.4. Besides the 1m telescope, entirely COTS optics and detectors are
used, which makes the system relatively inexpensive and easy to replicate.
An equally important part of OSCOM is its Python toolset for image reduction and
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analysis. By deploying modern and robust photometry and analysis routines, OSCOM
seeks to maximize the eectiveness of its COTS equipment. Additionally, the author has
learned from experience the importance of using well collimated and focused optics and
having a good pointing model for the telescope mount. A successful observer must be
familiar with these requirements and more. It is extremely benecial to understand the
characteristics of every individual observatory site and electro-optical system, and this
knowledge is only gained through hours of observation on the telescope.
OSCOM dierentiates itself from current university-level optical satellite tracking
systems in several ways. Perhaps most importantly, the OSCOM system has success-
fully tracked CubeSats and nanosatellites dozens of times using equipment that can be
purchased for under $10,000. It does so with high enough imaging cadence to resolve
photometric uctuations that occur with as short as 1 s periods. Additionally, OSCOM
concentrates on object characterization rather than orbit determination. The role of
OSCOM is to observe RSOs with predetermined orbital elements in order to identify
the RSO or its operational status. Lastly, OSCOM is successful largely because of its
full system approach to this SSA problem. Optical tracking and observation of satel-
lites is a unique domain that blends the elds of spacecraft engineering, electro-optical
design, observational astronomy, signal and image processing, and control theory. For
successful results, each of these elds has been considered in the design.
1.2.1 Cubesat operational missions and SSA
OSCOM provides data, e.g. lightcurves, that enable two major capabilities. The rst uses
OSCOM data as an operational mission support tool, especially for small satellites. The
second uses OSCOM data for identication of unknown RSOs. As part of realizing these
capabilities, it will likely be necessary to catalogue and characterize the optical nature
of space objects, including material type and change due to radiation degradation and
atomic oxygen in low Earth orbit (LEO). Although OSCOM is currently an enabling
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system for this type of research, little of this work has yet to be conducted.
Operational Mission Support
OSCOM creates a unique opportunity for small satellite and CubeSat operators to “get
eyes” on their satellite while it’s in orbit. Small satellites send limited information on
their status in radio telemetry, and in most failures, this information is never received
anyways. As previously mentioned, “no contact”, power, and communications loss made
up a total of 79% of CubeSat failures between 2000 and 2012 [Swartwout, 2013]. Due
to the small size and low budget nature of CubeSats, the true cause for “no contact”
failures usually remains unknown. The lack of information when a small satellite fails
creates a frustrating situation for the satellite builders who have little opportunity to
improve their future designs. OSCOM creates the ability to independently verify sev-
eral independent characteristics of the satellite including spin rate, deployable status,
materials and their degradation, and the approximate attitude.
Such a distinct diagnostic tool will enhance CubeSat mission operations and help
assess and address mission critical situations. Small satellite failures can be due to count-
less reasons: uncontrolled spin, failure of antenna deployment, unfavorable pointing
leading to power loss, or even incorrect satellite orbit information leading to incor-
rect ground station antenna pointing. In these cases, spectral and photometric optical
observations may be the only option for independently conrming the status of cer-
tain physical features. Independent observations are also useful for verifying satellite
telemetry. For example, telemetry might indicate a solar panel has been deployed from
a satellite, but if the spacecraft is registering low power, an optical observation can help
verify if the panels have been fully and properly deployed or if something else might be
causing the power issue.
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RSO Identication
The same optical characteristics that can be used to support operational missions can
also be used to help identify unknown satellites or debris. Although RSO identication
is a more dicult problem in general, because neither the object’s shape nor attitude are
known, it is possible to identify whether an object is rapidly spinning or stabilized and
establish an approximate size and material makeup with multi-band spectral observa-
tions. A catalog of observations can serve as a reference to classify an unknown RSO as
natural/man-made, tumbling/controlled, few/many facets, etc. From an SSA perspective,
this information helps protect and evaluate the safety of functional spacecraft in inter-
secting orbits, and from an intelligence perspective can provide insight into the mission
functions of an uncooperative small satellite.
1.3 Thesis Overview
This thesis approaches OSCOM with sucient detail so that the techniques can be
understood by both engineers and astronomers. Chapter 2 begins by reviewing the
conditions under which satellites are illuminated and what they might look like when
observed. The satellite observation process, following the signal from solar reected
light through OSCOM-analyzed data, is introduced in Chapter 3. Instrumentation, in-
cluding telescopes and detectors required for optical satellite observation is reviewed
next in Chapter 4. Although much of this is general knowledge, it is nonetheless neces-
sary to understand when choosing a system for observing particular types of satellites.
Others have claimed CubeSat observations with amateur-class equipment is impossible,
but this is likely due to a poor choice of equipment for this task and lack of experience
using the equipment. After observation, image data must be reduced and analyzed, as
described in Chapter 5. Finally, several samples of satellite photometry are provided in
Chapter 6. These demonstrate OSCOM’s capabilities to observe a wide range of satel-
lites, including those as small as CubeSats.
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Chapter 2
Satellite Visibility Basics
OSCOM relies on solar illumination for passive optical observations of resident space
objects. It is therefore important to understand how visibility of these objects can be
predicted. Obviously the satellite must be in view of the sun and in view of the observer,
but it is also necessary for the observer’s background sky to be darker than the sun-
lit satellite. In visible light, this usually means the sun must be below the observer’s
horizon.
The timing for when a satellite is visible depends on the satellite’s orbital altitude.
LEO satellites must usually be observed immediately after sunset or before sunrise,
while satellites in higher orbits or GEO are visible late into the night. A schematic of
the situation is presented in Figure 2.1. The satellite on the right side of the gure meets
all of the criteria for visibility: direct solar illumination, in line of sight of the observer
located at , and the observer is in darkness. The satellite will remain visible to the
observer even after the satellite passes over the terminator because it continues to be
illuminated by the sun at its altitude above Earth. Eventually, the satellite will enter
Earth’s shadow and appear to dim into the background sky. In Figure 2.1, the dashed
part of the orbit represents when the satellite is in darkness.
Assuming a spherical Earth and neglecting atmospheric refraction and Earth’s
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Figure 2.1: Satellites in low Earth orbit only remain illuminated (solid orbit line) for a short time
after crossing over the terminator. Once they enter Earth’s shadow, they are no longer visible to
an observer (dashed orbit line). Additionally, the sun must be below the horizon for the observer
(×) for most satellites to be visible against the background sky.
penumbral shadow, it is straightforward to determine a relationship between a satel-
lite’s altitude and when it enters darkness. The angular distance θ from the terminator
to where the satellite enters shadow is given by
θ = arccos
(
rE
rE + h
)
(2.1)
where rE is the radius of the Earth and h is the orbital height of the satellite [Veis, 1963].
A satellite in a 400 km orbit like the ISS would enter Earth’s shadow at an angular dis-
tance of about 20° beyond the terminator. A GPS satellite in a 20,200 km orbit remains
illuminated for a much longer time and does not enter Earth’s shadow until an angular
distance of 76° beyond the terminator.
Although there is no strict rule on how dark it must be at the observer’s site for a
satellite to be visible, a good rule of thumb is the beginning of nautical twilight, when
the sun’s center is 6° below the horizon. Although the sky is still bright at this time,
stars begin to become visible and bright satellites should be easy to spot as well. The
sky continues to darken until the end of astronomical twilight when the sun is 18° be-
low the horizon. After this point, however, only satellites in higher orbits will be visible.
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Equation 2.1 can be used to estimate if a given satellite will be illuminated when the sun
is a certain angle below the horizon.
2.1 The Magnitude System
Although detailed radiometric models often predict the optical power received from a
satellite in W/m2, observational data commonly uses the astronomical stellar magnitude
systemm to describe the brightness of an observed RSO. The brightness of an object
as it appears in the sky is called the apparent magnitude or just magnitude, whereas
the absolute magnitude is the magnitude of an object scaled to a xed distance from the
observer—often 1000 km for satellites in low Earth orbit.
The magnitude system uses a logarithmic scale that roughly approximates the hu-
man eye’s response to brightness. In this system brighter objects have lower values and
dimmer objects have higher values. For example, the full moon is approximately magni-
tude −12, the brightest star in the sky, Sirius, is magnitude −1.5, and the dimmest object
visible to the naked eye is roughly magnitude 6.
The dierence in magnitude between two objects has been strictly dened as the
ratio of intensity ux I between them:
m −mref = −2.5 log10
(
I
Iref
)
. (2.2)
Therefore, every step by 1 magnitude represents a change in intensity of about 2.512.
In other words, every 5 magnitudes is a factor of exactly 100 in brightness. To put the
brightness of objects on a common scale, the magnitude system is referred to a black
body model of the star Vega, which is dened as magnitude 0. Standard star elds
across the sky have been carefully imaged in particular lters, e.g. UBVRI from Bessell
[1990] and Landolt [1992], and serve as more practical references for accurate photome-
try.
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2.2 Estimating Satellite Brightness
A lot of work has been conducted to predict the brightness of a satellite pass. Not only
is it important to predict the brightness of a satellite for designing or preparing observa-
tional equipment, but the problem of estimating a satellite’s brightness can be inverted
to help identify or characterize an unknown RSO. Dierent satellites exhibit a tremen-
dous range of apparent magnitudes depending on their size, orientation, range from the
observer, material properties, solar phase angle, etc. Under the right conditions, a glint
o the polished antennae of an Iridium communications satellite can exceed magnitude
−8 while CubeSats or relatively small satellites in geostationary orbit are magnitude
11 or dimmer. Individual satellites can also vary in brightness by several magnitudes
during a single pass in case of a glint or are.
Besides a satellite’s characteristic brightness changing due to dierences in materi-
als, shape, and illumination geometry, several additional factors confound the observed
brightness of a satellite during a pass. A problem common to astronomical observations
is that Earth’s atmosphere extincts the apparent magnitude of an object when it is closer
to the horizon. This is caused by increased absorption and scattering of the light ray as
it passes through a greater air mass. Unique to satellite observations, the slant range R
from the satellite to the observer changes dramatically over a satellite pass. As expected,
the intensity of the satellite-reected light varies by 1/R2. This means an object passing
through zenith in a 450 km orbit appears nearly 2 magnitudes brighter than the same
object at 1000 km slant range. For spatially resolved satellites, this is further complicated
by the fact that the satellite’s apparent size will change with distance and deliver a dif-
ferent number of photons per pixel as it is imaged on the detector array. Methods to
correct for these eects will be discussed in section 5.3.
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Figure 2.2: Solar phase angle ϕ is the angle between the Earth and the sun with the satellite at
the vertex.
2.2.1 Phase angle
During a satellite pass the lighting geometry for the satellite and observer are con-
stantly changing. To help understand the relationship between the size and shape of
an optically unresolved RSO and its brightness, satellite observers sometimes analyze
a satellite’s light curve, the satellite’s brightness over time, using the solar phase angle.
The phase angle, dened as the sun-satellite-Earth angle (see Figure 2.2), has proven
itself extremely useful for determining the shape of asteroids [Belskaya & Shevchenko,
2014] and is used in the standardized data reduction model of the Inter-Agency Space
Debris Coordination Committee (IADC) [Africano et al., 2005]. 0° phase angle means the
satellite is at full phase.
Phase angle has also proven a useful method for shape analysis of satellites in
GEO [Tamara E. Payne & Shine, 2013]. For 3-axis attitude controlled satellites in GEO,
as the phase angle changes, the visual magnitude measured by an observer varies pri-
marily because of the change in reection angle o surfaces on the satellite. Any sur-
face that is illuminated by the sun and visible to the observer may contribute to the
observed irradiance. Surfaces that do not meet this condition will not contribute to the
observed irradiance. Because the phase angle can be calculated for any satellite that is
observed, it is possible to determine the orientation of major reective surfaces on the
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Figure 2.3: Four angles are required to fully describe the illumination geometry of an object
in orbit. The coordinate system is referenced to the orbiting body so that its attitude must be
known to determine these angles. The θ angles are in the xy plane, measured from the x axis,
and theψ angles are perpendicular to and measured from the xy plane.
satellite. If observed over a large range of phase angles, a model of the satellite shape
can be created.
Unfortunately, the solar phase angle is not sucient for understanding the light
curve of spinning satellites or satellites in orbits other than GEO. This is largely due to
the fact that phase angle is actually a simplication of a system with four angles. As
shown in Figure 2.3 and as described by Paul Kervin, Hall, Bolden, and Toth [2010], the
position of the sun and the position of the Earth in the reference frame of the RSO are
each represented by two angles, θ andψ . There are an innite combination of these an-
gles that yield a given phase angle. In other words, there are many possible illumination
geometries, and therefore many possible observed magnitudes that could occur for one
phase angle.
In general, the shape and attitude of the satellite are not known and this makes the
four angles that describe illumination geometry impossible to calculate. However, if
either the shape or satellite attitude is known, this information could be used to deter-
mine the other. See Hall, Calef, Knox, Bolden, and Kervin [2007] for a description of
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attitude and shape eects for non-resolved objects.
2.2.2 Phase functions
To help understand the light curve of satellites, models have been created that describe
how simple shapes, such as spheres and cubes, reect light from dierent angles. These
curves that describe the intensity of reected light as a function of phase angle are
called phase functions. Although real-life satellites are a complex aggregate of these
and other simple shapes, phase functions can provide a low-order t for the shape of a
satellite based on its light curve.
In general, the magnitude of an RSO can be estimated by
m = −26.74 − 2.5 log10
(
AγF (ϕ)
r 2
)
(2.3)
where A is the cross-sectional area, γ is the reectivity or albedo, and F (ϕ) is the shape
dependent phase function that varies with phase angle ϕ [McCue, Williams, & Morford,
1971; Hejduk, Cowardin, & Stansbery, 2012]. As previously mentioned, ϕ also depends
on the satellite attitude. The −26.74 scales the value to exoatmospheric stellar magni-
tudes.
Specular and diuse reections
There are generally two phase functions for each shape—one for a diuse reecting
surface and one for a specular reecting surface. Diuse reectors can be modeled
using Lambert’s reection law, which assumes constant radiance when viewed from
all angles from surface normal. For satellites that are small and far away enough to be
considered point sources, a diuse reector follows an inverse square and cosine law of
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Incident light
Diﬀuse reflection
Specular reflection
Figure 2.4: When light strikes a real surface, it will likely be reected in two major ways: dif-
fuse and specular. The bright specular reection occurs at an angle from the surface normal
equal to that of the incident ray. Diuse reection occurs at all angles and has a cosine intensity
distribution for a Lambertian reector.
irradiance [Rask, 1982]. This can be expressed as
E =
I cosθ
r 2
(2.4)
where E is irradiance, I is radiant intensity, and r is the distance between the reecting
surface and observer.
Specular reections follow the law of reection, θincident = θreected, and are mirror-
like in appearance. These two types of reections are diagrammed in Figure 2.4. Most
materials are not pure diuse or specular reectors, but are somewhere in between, as
described by their bidirectional reectance distribution function (BRDF). To approx-
imate this, a mix of both diuse and specular models are used simultaneously with
weights or mixing coecients that must total 1, i.e. wdi +wspec = 1 where wdi and wspec
are each multiplied by their respective phase functions.
Perhaps the simplest phase function is that of a purely specular sphere,
f (ϕ)spec,sphere =
1
4pi (2.5)
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Figure 2.5: The Naval Research Laboratory SpinSat satellite in R band (550 nm to 800 nm) has a
distinct dierence in diuse reection from its black and gold colored quadrants. The smooth
aluminum shell, however, has strong spectral reection characteristics, as seen by the bright
glint in the black quadrant and mirror-like image of the room seen in the gold quadrant. The
specular reection is nearly independent of the rotation angle of the satellite and dominates the
diuse reection, making spin rate determination of this satellite surprisingly dicult to pull out
of the photometry.
which has no dependence on phase angle [McCue et al., 1971]. In other words, a mirror-
like sphere looks the same under all lighting geometries. It would be impossible to
distinguish the attitude of such an object (see Figure 2.5). A diuse sphere does have a
dependence on phase angle, and its phase function is given by
f (ϕ)di,sphere =
2
3pi 2 ((pi − ϕ) cosϕ + sinϕ) (2.6)
where ϕ is strictly dened as the dierence in longitude of the sun and observer [McCue
et al., 1971].
The phase function of a diuse at plate depends on the individual latitudes of the
sun ϕ1 and observer ϕ2:
f (ϕ)di,plate =
1
pi
sinϕ1 sinϕ2. (2.7)
The magnitude of a diuse at plate will always be greater than that of a diuse sphere
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Figure 2.6: Several sample phase functions plotted using Equation 2.3 with an albedo of 0.1,
a cross sectional area of 1m2, and a range of 1000m. The magnitude of the diuse plate is the
maximum possible magnitude, i.e. ϕ1 = ϕ2.
of equal cross-sectional area, as shown in Figure 2.6. A table of phase functions, includ-
ing the functions for a cylinder, are given in McCue et al. [1971].
2.2.3 Albedo-area product
Besides the shape-dependent phase function, the albedo-area product (γA product) is an-
other important term in Equation 2.3. Each component of a satellite can be considered
an individual facet with an intrinsic albedo-area product, as shown in Figure 2.7. For ex-
ample, a simple satellite might consist of two major facets: a cylindrical spacecraft bus
and solar panel o to the side. The reected brightness of an RSO depends on both the
cross-sectional area and albedo, but without knowledge of the material optical charac-
teristics and object shape, the two are intertwined in the photometric data. Additionally,
the area contributing to the observed brightness is actually the projected area based on
the RSO attitude and illumination geometry.
The concept of the albedo-area product has been very useful in determining space-
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Figure 2.7: A simple cube-shaped satellite has 6 facets—one for each side. Each facet illuminated
by the sun and visible to the observer contributes to the observed magnitude of the satellite.
craft shape or attitude using photometric measurements. Tamara E. Payne et al. [2013]
have been able to demonstrate a method for converting photometric measurements to
the projected albedo-area of an RSO—a process that is independent of sensor and color
band and is able to decompose the aggregate albedo-area product of an unresolved RSO
to the respective γA product of the major object components, e.g. bus and solar panels.
This product might also serve as a useful tool for the classication of objects, especially
in GEO. The ability to break down the photometric signature of unresolved RSOs into
individual facets with individual γA products has also been exploited by many others,
including Calef, Africano, Birge, Hall, and Kervin [2006], Chaudhary et al. [2013], and
Hope [2014], although the focus has been on objects in GEO.
Satellite albedo values
In order to relate the observed optical brightness of a satellite to its physical size, the
albedo must be known. For a basic analysis, the space debris community often assumes
space debris have an albedo of 0.08 or 0.1 [Gibson, Pearce, Blythe, & Trujillo, 1993;
Wellems & Bowers, 2007]. Intact satellites tend to have a higher value of around 0.2, al-
though studies from the 1990s found objects with a wide range of albedos, from 0.02 to
0.5 [Lambert, Osteen, & Kraszewski, 1993; Henize, O’Neill, Mulrooney, & Anz-Meador,
1994]. Material reectivity darkens over time from radiation and atomic oxygen expo-
sure so there is some ambiguity when extracting albedo-area products, even if the object
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Figure 2.8: The magnitude of a diusely reecting at plate has a strong dependence on the
plate area, especially when the area is very small.
material is known.
The temperature of the satellite is also related to the visible albedo of a satellite.
Although a large, dark satellite might have the same optical brightness as a small, reec-
tive satellite, the dark satellite will likely be hotter, and thus brighter at thermal infrared
wavelengths. Therefore, if observations are made simultaneously in visible and ther-
mal infrared bands, it may be possible to make a better estimate of the object size [P.W.
Kervin, Africano, Sydney, & Hall, 2005].
The role of the albedo-area product remains important for small satellites because
a change in a small facet area can have a relatively large impact on the reected inten-
sity of the small satellite. For example, a 3U CubeSat of albedo 0.1 has approximately
a 0.03m2 surface area on its largest face, which results in an expected magnitude of
about 10.5mag if it’s passing overhead in a 450 km orbit. If a single 1 × 30 cm strip, e.g.
the CubeSat rail, is polished to have an albedo of 0.5, the magnitude increases to about
10.1mag—a signicant increase in brightness! Similarly, if it were to deploy an addi-
tional 10 × 30 cm panel, its magnitude would increase by 0.75mag. Of course a similar
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Figure 2.9: The phase angle bisector (PAB) extends midway between the satellite-to-sun and
satellite-to-observer vectors. When a satellite facet normal is aligned with the PAB, a glint will
be observed.
eect occurs when the projected area changes as a satellite rotates. The relationship
between RSO area and magnitude is shown in Figure 2.8.
2.2.4 Glints
Specular at plates, such as solar panels, often have the ability to create mirror-like
glints when the illumination geometry is under the correct conditions. These glints
can be remarkably bright—potentially by several magnitudes. Glints allow the satellite
attitude to be constrained because they only occur when the specular condition for the
glinting facet is satised. In other words, when the angle of incident sunlight is equal to
the angle from the facet to the observer, the light beam will be directed at the observer.
Satellite observers commonly use the concept of the phase angle bisector (PAB) to
more easily discuss the glint condition. The PAB is the unit vector directed midway
between the satellite-to-sun and satellite-to-observer vectors, as seen in Figure 2.9.
A glint occurs when the facet normal and the PAB approximately coincide [Hall et
al., 2007]. At every time t that a glint occurs, the facet normal must be oriented in the
direction of the PAB.
Not only are glints produced by solar panels, but they are also produced by wire
antennas, such as those used on small satellites or CubeSats. By analyzing the pattern
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of bright body glints and smaller antenna glints, it may be possible to discriminate
CubeSats from others with slightly dierent designs or antenna congurations [Hall,
2008].
Smaller facets produce their own glints and provide additional information to the
observer on the satellite shape. Although these glints are dim compared to the glints
produced by solar panels or the main body of a satellite, if they repeat multiple times
under similar lighting angles, they are likely caused by the same component on the
satellite. These can be used to characterize unresolved satellites, especially in GEO
where lighting conditions change much more slowly than LEO [Hall & Kervin, 2013].
Because glints often have such strong signatures, they are especially useful for
anomaly resolution. As discussed by Paul Kervin et al. [2014], unusual glints were
observed in observations of the Galaxy 15 satellite just 15 minutes after anomalous
behavior began. This suggests regular optical observations could be used to indicate
satellite instability after only a short amount of time. Additionally, glints can be used as
convenient photometric markers to establish an accurate satellite spin rate to conrm if
the satellite attitude control system is operating properly [Hall et al., 2006].
2.3 Satellite Color
Color provides an extra dimension of information to solve the space object identi-
cation problem. It can be approached in two primary ways: with the use of colored
lters or with the use of a spectrograph. Each has pros and cons, but they will not be
discussed here.
The traditional approach for RSO characterization or identication has been to com-
pare the color or spectra of observed RSOs to laboratory measurements of paints and
materials commonly used on rockets or spacecraft. The utility of color has been demon-
strated in several observation campaigns [Nishimoto et al., 2001]. Cowardin et al. [2013]
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analyzed low resolution spectra and multi-band color photometry of fragments of Titan
IIIC transtage debris in GEO, and were able to roughly match many fragments to labora-
tory spectra. Lederer et al. [2012] performed similar work on the IDCSP spacecrafts and
similarly concluded they could identify general solar cell material, but could not deter-
mine the specic type. They attribute this partially to space weathering and partially to
rotational variation between their measurements in dierent lters.
To capture color information on LEO satellites, Frith, Gibson, Knox, and Kuluhiwa
[2008] made observations in two or three photometric lters simultaneously by using
two or three identical telescope systems. This allowed them to capture color informa-
tion with high temporal resolution. Their goal was to distinguish between specular and
diuse reections using the change in color over time. This is possible because it has
been shown that specular reections take on the color of the source, which for simple
satellites is the sun [Cook & Torrance, 1982]. By comparing the color of the incident
light (color of the sun) to the color of reected light, specular and diuse reections can
be separated.
2.3.1 Color index
The term “color” as used in astronomy or satellite observations is actually a dierence
in the brightness of an object in two optical bandpass lters (see section 4.4 for a dis-
cussion of common lters). The Bessell UBVRI lter set [Bessell, 1990] represents pass-
bands for ultraviolet, blue, visible, red, and near-infrared light, respectively. Commonly,
the colors B −V or V − R are used, although other combinations also exist. The Sun has a
B −V index of 0.65 [Gray, 1992]. Bluer objects have smaller, even negative, B −V values,
while redder objects have larger B −V values. This might seem counterintuitive, but is
due to the fact that higher value magnitudes represents a dimmer object.
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Chapter 3
OSCOM Design Overview
OSCOM addresses many aspects of optical tracking and observation of resident space
objects. This chapter introduces the OSCOM system from a high level so that the reader
can understand the data collection process and how OSCOM works. It also discusses
OSCOM’s tracking system.
3.1 Signal Flow
A simple way to understand the satellite observation process is to follow the signal
from source to end product. For OSCOM, the ultimate goal of an observation or set of
observations is to characterize the targeted RSO as a particular type of object, to detect
a change in an object’s characteristics, or to determine a particular physical state of the
object, e.g. spin rate or attitude. Although the algorithms to provide this information to
an end user (satellite operator, analyst, etc.) are not yet developed, OSCOM currently
produces data that can be supplied to those algorithms.
The satellite optical “signal” itself changes form throughout the ow. Each step is
described below and summarized in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Signal ow for satellite observations by solar reected light with OSCOM. Photome-
try is the most common OSCOM product, but in place of that stage, images could be combined
and processed for spatial satellite imaging, or undergo dierent corrections if spectroscopy is
performed.
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3.1.1 Photons
The signal ow begins when sunlight strikes the satellite surface. We assume the inci-
dent light is unaltered solar illumination only, although earthshine may exhibit a small
eect at very large phase angles1. Light will reect o the satellite in a combination of
diuse and specular reection, depending on the satellite materials and age. We will
assume that at least one of the satellite facets has directed reected light in the direction
of an observer in darkness so that the satellite will be visible.
As the reected light propagates towards the observer, not only does the irradiance
drop by the square of the distance traveled, but the light is subjected to atmospheric
optics eects. The atmosphere is particularly troublesome for satellite observations
because satellites spend signicant time of each pass low in the sky. Their angular rates
are lowest when they are low in the sky and highest when they are directly overhead.
Therefore, they spend a lot of time near the horizon and a short amount of time high
in the sky. Although astronomers schedule their observations to observe a particular
object when it is high in the sky, satellite observers often do not have that luxury.
Light from objects high above the horizon travel through less air, i.e. “lower air-
mass”, than objects near the horizon. Objects at the zenith are at an airmass of 1, whereas
objects at the horizon are approaching 38 airmasses. A plot of airmass against elevation
angle (90° − zenith distance) is shown in Figure 3.2. Obviously, the more air light must
pass through, the more it is distorted. As a rule of thumb, astronomers will not perform
photometry on an object until it is more than 30° above the horizon.
1Earthshine does not meaningfully contribute to the brightness of an RSO below about 130° phase
angle, which is seldom exceeded in observations for when the sky of the observer must be in darkness.
Additionally, earthshine models are currently lacking in their ability to reproduce observations, making
corrections nontrivial [Hejduk, 2011].
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Figure 3.2: Light from objects near the horizon must pass through signicantly higher airmass
than objects 20° to 30° elevation. This model for airmass was developed by Pickering [2002].
Atmospheric optics
A few of the major distortions that impact satellite observations are atmospheric seeing,
absorption and scattering, and refraction. Turbulence in the atmosphere caused by ther-
mal cells and wind distort the incoming wavefront with both low-level roughness and
larger scale tilt error that moves the image around. This process is called scintillation
and is also the reason stars appear to twinkle by eye. During a long exposure (& 1 s), the
movement of the image is time averaged across a larger disk than that of the diraction
limit of the telescope. The size of the disk is known as “seeing”. Under better sky con-
ditions, the seeing disk is smaller and eectively results in higher resolution imaging
using conventional techniques. A smaller disk also means the same amount of light
is being directed to a fewer number of pixels on the detector, leading to a greater per-
pixel signal-to-noise ratio. Seeing is an especially important factor for spatially resolved
imaging because it distorts the wavefront reducing the resolution and contrast of the
image.
The atmosphere also absorbs and scatters light as it passes through. All wavelengths
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are partially absorbed, and therefore the apparent magnitude of an object is extincted
by the atmosphere. The greater the airmass, the greater the extinction. Scattering is a
strongly wavelength dependent eect. Red light is scattered less than blue light, leading
to a “reddening” eect as an object nears the horizon. A secondary eect of scattering
is that light produced by sources on the ground is scattered back down as light pollu-
tion. Not only does this decrease contrast for observations, but it results in additional
background sky noise that impacts the quality of photometry.
For precision orbit determination, atmospheric refraction also plays a role by shift-
ing the apparent position of a source in the sky from its actual position if the atmo-
sphere were not present. Therefore, a correction model must be applied if optical satel-
lite observations are being used for orbit determination or astrometry. Because refrac-
tion is a wavelength dependent eect, dierential refraction leads to dispersion of the
image. For spatially resolved imaging, if lters are not used, the image may appear
blurred because of dispersion of the red and blue components of the light.
The reected light, which has been distorted by the atmosphere, is next collected by
the telescope optic. The optical system has characteristics that determine the brightness
of the image, angular resolution, and eld of view, and also introduces its own aber-
rations into the signal. Telescope optics will be discussed in detail in section 4.1. The
telescope ultimately delivers the incident light onto a focal plane.
3.1.2 Electrons
OSCOM uses CCD or CMOS detectors at the focal plane to record the satellite observa-
tion. These detectors, which will be further discussed in section 4.2, consist of a rectan-
gular array of pixels that together create a two dimensional image. Each individual pixel
transforms incident photons into electrons via the photo-electric eect and stores the
charge until the array is read out.
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Figure 3.3: A cropped, unltered .fits image of the POPACS-2 nanosatellite acquired January
20, 2016 at 10:46:17.895 UTC using OSCOM’s RASA telescope in Daytona Beach, FL. The bright
line in the upper left is a star streaking through the eld of view as the telescope tracks the
satellite.
3.1.3 Digital counts
When a command is sent to the detector to stop exposing and read out the array, the
charge stored in each pixel is digitized by an analog to digital converter. At this point,
each element of the image array now contains a value equal to the corresponding num-
ber of analog digital units (ADU) or “counts”. Background sky is dark and has few
counts, while stars and the RSO are bright and have a higher number of counts. The
array is read out and transferred from the detector to a computer multiple times every
second.
At high frame rates, the images are read into memory using a double buer before
being saved to the hard drive. Depending on the image capture software used, the entire
image sequence may be saved as a single uncompressed le, such as .ser. Individual
.fits images, a standard data format in astronomy2, can then be extracted from the
.ser le. A sample image is shown in Figure 3.3. The data at this point, whether a spa-
tially resolved image or unresolved photometry, is contained in a 2D image matrix.
Every image is then corrected for sensor and optical defects in a process called image
reduction before being analyzed. This will be discussed further in section 5.1.
2See ts.gsfc.nasa.gov.
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If the image is spatially resolved, several images will be selected, registered, and
combined, as described in section 5.5. If the RSO is unresolved, the next step will be
to run the images through a detection algorithm that locates the pixel position of the
target RSO within the image. This information is used to position the aperture for pho-
tometric analysis.
3.1.4 Magnitude
Through photometry, which will be detailed in subsection 5.2.2, the total ux from the
target RSO is summed up to produce an instrumental magnitude. The value of this
magnitude is not calibrated with the standard system, but can be used for time series
analysis of the RSO over every image frame. Before that analysis is conducted, the
instrumental magnitudes must be corrected for atmospheric extinction and satellite
range. For satellites of simple geometry, it might also be possible to correct for phase
angle, but this is not done for the majority of observations.
3.1.5 Physical characteristics
Now that the RSO has been observed, the data reduced, and photometry produced, the
signal can be analyzed to extract information of interest. A time series of magnitudes
may be analyzed using a fast Fourier transform (FFT) or another spectral analysis tech-
nique to determine ash period and ultimately spin rate of the RSO. In fact, there is a
signicant amount of information that has been collected up to this point that can con-
tribute to the space object characterization or identication. The data collected during
a single pass could include the speed and direction, or orbit, of the RSO, color index,
absolute magnitude, time series photometry characteristics, or spectral information. By
collecting this data over repeated passes of the RSO, machine learning algorithms can
be used to characterize the object or alert to changes. Specic algorithms to estimate a
known satellite’s deployables status or approximate attitude could be applied directly on
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the time series photometry.
3.2 Tracking System
OSCOM focuses on detailed characterization of targeted RSOs. To accomplish this,
OSCOM makes use of a satellite rate tracking system that follows satellites as they pass
through the sky (see Tracking Modes in section 1.1). The tracking system follows a
traditional design and is summarized below.
3.2.1 Physical system
Several dierent techniques have been built and tested for tracking satellites with OS-
COM. This work has converged on two main techniques, the choice of which often
comes down to the equipment being used and the amount of time available to the ob-
server for setup and take down. These two techniques will be referred to as optical
feedback and elements only and may require dierent equipment setups in order to be
successful. Sample setups for each of these tracking techniques are shown in Figure 3.4.
Elements only
The elements only tracking method does exactly that, relying only on RSO orbital ele-
ments to guide the telescope along the objects path. Orbital elements in the form of two
line elements (TLEs) are produced by the Joint Space Operations Center (JSpOC) and
are currently freely available to satellite operators, academics, and hobbyists at space-
track.org. Additionally, unocial sources with orbital elements collected by amateur
satellite observers can provide satellite observation maps and tools as well as elements
for classied objects not released by JSpOC3. The disadvantage to orbital elements is
that some satellites are updated more frequently than others and small satellites tend
3Popular amateur websites for satellite elements include www.calsky.com and heavens-above.com
Dr. T.S. Kelso provides a cleaned-up version of the JSpOC TLEs at his website celestrak.com.
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(a) Celestron RASA in elements only track
mode.
(b) Meade LX200 and Borg 77EDII in optical
feedback track mode.
Figure 3.4: Two sample OSCOM tracking setups for the elements only and optical feedback
track mode.
to have the lowest accuracy and least frequently updated elements. This means the
telescope might miss the satellite entirely or quickly track o the real satellite path.
To counter some of the downsides of elements only tracking, it is best to use an
electro-optical system with a fairly wide eld of view. This provides the best opportu-
nity to see and track the satellite without losing it. Additionally, if the satellite begins to
wander from the center of the image, the observer can update the telescope rates with
a quick press of a computer key. This basic human-in-the-loop tracking is sucient for
most wide-eld telescope systems.
Optical feedback
Rather than requiring the telescope operator to manually update the telescope rates if
the RSO drifts from the center of the detector, the tracking software can do the same
automatically using computer vision algorithms. The tracking software uses orbital
elements as a rst approximation of the RSO position, but after tracking begins, the
satellite is detected in the image and the telescope mount is commanded to adjust the
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track rates so that the satellite stays centered. To give the best odds of acquiring the
satellite as it passes over the observer, a wide-eld tracking telescope, coaligned with
the main science telescope, is used to provide the automatic optical feedback tracking.
This then allows the satellite observer to use a main telescope with a longer focal length
and smaller eld of view, as shown in Figure 3.4(b).
3.2.2 Tracking process
The OSCOM tracking system follows a basic process that is currently performed by a
telescope operator, but which could easily be automated. The process consists of three
major stages, as outlined in Figure 3.5. The rst phase is pre-track, during which the
tracking software prepares to track the RSO. This usually occurs while the object is still
below the horizon. The telescope operator loads the orbital elements into OSCOM’s
tracking software, which then propagates them for the duration of the satellite pass.
This process creates a table or ephemeris of satellite position in the sky for every sec-
ond from when the satellite rises above the observer’s horizon to when it sets. A cubic
spline is then t to the azimuth and elevation of the ephemeris and the derivative of the
spline is calculated. Ultimately, the commands sent to the telescope mount will not be
positions, but angular track rates for each axis of the tracking mount. By precalculating
a spline derivative internal to the tracking software, the angular rates of the satellite
can be determined on the y by simply evaluating the spline derivative function at the
current time. Once this function is created, the tracking software propagates the orbital
elements to the position of the satellite when it passes through a preset elevation of 10°
and then slews the telescope to that location.
The telescope mount motors are turned o until the instant the satellite enters the
eld of view of the telescope. At that time, the mount motors rapidly slew up to the
apparent angular rates of the satellite, as predicted by the previously computed spline
derivative. At every time step, perhaps 20 times every second depending on the proces-
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Figure 3.5: Optical tracking of satellites or orbital debris occurs in three major phases: pre-track,
acquisition, and track. During the pre-track phase, the telescope computer propagates the
object’s orbital elements and slews to the pickup location. When the satellite arrives at that
location, it is acquired by the system, and the telescope mount track rates are continuously
updated to the rate of the RSO.
sor speed, the current time is entered into the spline derivative and the mount rates are
updated. In the elements only tracking mode, this process continues until the satellite
sets or the track is aborted by the telescope operator. The operator might also issue
commands to the tracking software to slightly change the track rates in one or both
axes in case the satellite is drifting in the eld of view. If in the optical feedback track
mode, the error—pixel distance from the satellite’s actual to ideal centered location—is
used to modify the mount rates. This keeps the satellite centered throughout the pass
even if the orbital elements are old or inaccurate.
TLE vs. CPF elements
OSCOM tracking software currently supports two forms of orbital elements. The rst,
two line element set (TLE), also known as an elset, is a plain text data format for encod-
ing orbital elements of an Earth-orbiting object for a given point in time. The prediction
formula, published by the United States Department of Defense in Spacetrack Report No.
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3, can be used to propagate the orbital position of the satellite to a specic time [Hoots
& Roehrich, 1980]. Several perturbation models have been used to create TLEs: SGP,
SGP4, SDP4, SGP8, and SDP8. The most common are SGP4 and SDP4 for low and deep
space orbits, respectively. Small updates have been made since the original release of
Spacetrack Report No. 3, which have been compiled into a non-proprietary version of
SGP4 theory presented in Vallado, Crawford, Hujsak, and Kelso [2006]. The accuracy
of SGP4 is about 1 km [Oltrogge & Ramrath, 2014]. There are many ports available of
the SGP4 code from the original Fortran. OSCOM’s tracking code makes use of the C++
SGP4 library written by danrw4 and provided under the permissive free software Apache
License. This library includes the updates suggested by Vallado et al. [2006].
Although far less common, the International Laser Ranging Service (ILRS) pub-
lishes orbit predictions using its own format called consolidated prediction format (CPF).
The CPF format is an ephemeris of satellite position in cartesian geocentric space at
1 minute intervals [Ricklefs, 2006]. The data are interpolated between the 1minute
ephemeris intervals extending for several minutes on either side of satellite rise and set
time. After conversion to azimuth/elevation angles, the interpolated data goes through
the standard cubic spline t and derivative calculation. CPF data is only available for
satellites that are tracked by laser ranging stations.
3.2.3 Choosing a track mode
Given the option of elements only or optical feedback tracking, how does an observer
choose which to use? Experience with OSCOM has demonstrated that for an electro-
optical system with a ≈1° eld of view, elements only track mode is sucient for pho-
tometry of nearly all satellites. The disadvantage is that if the elements are old or the
telescope mount is not carefully aligned to north, the mount might need a couple of
human-in-the-loop adjustments to keep the RSO centered on the detector. Optical feed-
4www.danrw.com/sgp4
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back tracking has multiple advantages, most important of which is its ability to keep
an object centered throughout its pass, even if the original elements or mount align-
ment were slightly o. Because it does not require human intervention, it is especially
convenient if an OSCOM system were operated remotely and automatically. Because
it precisely maintains the target object in the center of the detector, it is also useful for
high resolution imaging at high focal length and with a coaligned tracking telescope.
The disadvantage is increased complexity of the setup. At minimum, it requires an addi-
tional computer, and it might also require an additional telescope and camera.
3.3 Tracking Logic and Control
OSCOM’s tracking software, called Auriga, is based on work originally completed by
the author as part of an Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University student research award
called An Aerospace Tracking System for Embry-Riddle’s Astronomical Telescopes . That ef-
fort provided funds for cameras and development of a software code to control some of
Embry-Riddle’s telescopes for tracking satellites. Auriga has gone through several ver-
sions and remains in active development, although some of the basic ideas are presented
below.
Auriga is written in C++ for speed and adaptability, and makes use of the OpenCV
library for open source computer vision5. OpenCV is a popular library that provides
optimized image processing algorithms across several interfaces including C++, Python,
and Java, and supports Windows, Linux, Max OS, and mobile operating systems. It
has a strong focus on real-time applications and is released under a BSD license for
free academic and commercial use. Auriga also has wxWidgets GUI and non-GUI ver-
sions. Experience has shown the GUI can allow the observer to more rapidly prepare for
satellite passes and more easily keep les organized, but requires additional software
development time over the non-GUI version.
5opencv.org
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3.3.1 Mount commands
Auriga code currently supports two telescope control systems: TheSkyX6 and Gemini
27. TheSkyX, a full featured planetarium software by Software Bisque, controls a variety
of telescope mounts including the Paramount line, also made by Software Bisque. The
Gemini 2 system is most often used on Losmandy mounts, such as the G-11 owned by
the author. Both of these mounts are of the German Equatorial style (see section 4.5 for
a discussion of tracking mounts) and require commands be sent to the right ascension
(RA) and declination (DEC) motors to track an RSO as it passes through the sky.
Both of these telescope control systems can be commanded over the TCP network
protocol using the Winsock library. The Gemini 2 system can be connected directly
to the network and called by its own address. Text commands are then sent directly
to the Gemini 2 and Auriga listens for responses. The text commands come from a
table of commands understood by Gemini 28. These commands include options such
as requesting the current declination or right ascension, requesting the DEC or RA
velocity, commands to move to a position in the sky, or setting motor rates. Paramount
mounts controlled by TheSkyX are commanded in a roughly similar way. TheSkyX
can open a TCP server that listens for connections on port 3040. Assuming TheSkyX
is running on the same machine as Auriga, the TCP server address should be set to
localhost or 127.0.0.1. Once the connection is made, the mount can be commanded
using Java Script commands9. Through the sky6RASCOMTele object, Paramount mounts
can have their tracking rates directly set for each axis independently.
As discussed in subsection 3.2.2, in elements only tracking mode, the steps for track-
ing are straight forward. A command is rst sent to the mount to point to the precal-
culated satellite intercept position in the sky. It is simplest to issue this as a position
6http://www.bisque.com/sc/pages/TheSkyX-Professional-Edition.aspx
7http://www.losmandy.com/losmandygoto/gemini2.html
8http://www.gemini-2.com/web/L5V1serial.html
9http://www.bisque.com/scriptTheSkyX/
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in the azimuth/elevation coordinate system rather than right ascension/declination be-
cause the later is xed to the (moving) stars, rather than the horizon. When the satellite
passes into the eld of view, commands are sent from Auriga to the telescope control
system to set the mount rates in RA and DEC such that they match the satellite rates in
RA and DEC at the same instant in time. This process is repeated many times per sec-
ond to continuously match the angular rates of the satellite as it passes through the sky.
If the telescope mount is out of alignment or the orbital elements are old or inaccurate,
position errors might grow during the satellite pass. The telescope operator may manu-
ally adjust the track rates by a small percentage to keep the RSO near the center of the
detector. If the satellite is missed or accidentally driven o the chip, the telescope can
be commanded to slew to a new predicted intercept point at some time, e.g. 20 s, in the
future. Alternatively, optical feedback tracking can be used so that Auriga automatically
adjusts the track rates to keep the RSO centered.
3.3.2 Optical feedback
Optical feedback is similar to the observational technique called autoguiding. In as-
tronomy, autoguiding keeps the target object centered on the detector during a long
exposure by continuously imaging a neighboring guide star with short exposures. The
telescope control system sends corrections to the tracking mount if the guide star be-
gins to drift. Optical feedback or automatic tracking with OSCOM performs a similar
task except the “autoguiding” is performed on the rapidly moving RSO. Although this
ensures stable and controlled active pointing and tracking, it requires increased com-
plexity not only of the hardware, but of the software.
Calibration
Before the tracking camera can provide meaningful feedback to the control system,
it must be calibrated so the rotation angle and pixel scale are known by Auriga. The
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calibration can be performed using a distant object on the ground, or by using a star
if the mount is tracking at sidereal rate during the calibration. The calibration occurs
in ve repeated steps. After slewing to the calibration target, the telescope operator
selects the target in the tracking camera image. A blob detector locates the target and
calculates a subpixel centroid and the telescope then jogs a short distance in one axis.
The user selects the target again, the process repeats, and then the telescope jogs in the
other axis, and the process repeats again. These steps are summarized graphically in
Figure 3.6.
The calibration process builds a matrix that describes how motion on the detector
array corresponds to motion in the sky and vice versa. The calibration matrix is

RA
DEC
 =
1
s

a b
c d


u
v
 (3.1)
where a = ∆x and b = ∆y in the RA direction and c = ∆x and d = ∆y in the DEC
direction, (u,v ) represents pixel positions of the target, and s is the angular distance
that the telescope jogs in between each step. Once the calibration is complete, the an-
gular distance in RA and DEC can be calculatd from a pixel oset (u,v ) on the detector.
This allows tracking errors on the detector to be corrected by the tracking software that
sends commands to the mount RA and DEC drives.
3.3.3 Tracking algorithms
Several tracking algorithms have been coded into Auriga for optical feedback tracking
of satellites. Several assumptions have been made that simplify the image processing
required for target detection and tracking. First, there is very little background clutter—
only detector noise and streaked background stars. Second, the target object is a point
or nearly a point. This is true for all unresolved satellites, and because most resolved
satellites will be imaged through a wide eld tracking camera, they remain small on
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Figure 3.6: The optical feedback tracking system can be calibrated in ve steps by pointing at a
star. After the user clicks on the star, the telescope moves and the process repeats until the star
has moved back and forth in both axes.
the detector. Third, the RSO will be signicantly above the background noise. Because
orbital elements are required for OSCOM tracking, the signal counts from the satellite
will build over the exposure time so that even dim small satellites will have good signal
to noise ratios.
These assumptions mean even a simple “brightest pixel” algorithm can be used. In
Auriga, this is called roiMax. After the RSO passes into the telescope eld of view and
the mount begins tracking by orbital elements, the observer simply clicks on the RSO
in the image. This action creates a region of interest (ROI) that masks all but a small
region of pixels around the click position. Within the ROI, the RSO is identied as the
brightest pixel using the cv::minMaxLoc() of OpenCV. Once the position of the RSO is
determined, the error e(t) between the current RSO position and “target” RSO position
on the detector is calculated:
e(t) = (u,v ) − (u,v )? (3.2)
where (u,v ) is the RSO pixel coordinates on the detector and (u,v )? is the nominal
position. This situation is diagrammed in Figure 3.7. In most cases, the nominal position
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Figure 3.7: When tracking begins, the observer selects the RSO (black pixel) and a region of
interest (yellow box) is drawn around it. The tracking algorithm moves the RSO to the targeted
location on the detector (red x). The distance between them is called the error e(t).
is the center of the detector. However, if the tracking telescope and main telescope
are not perfectly coaligned, the telescope operator may purposely have the tracking
algorithm drive the satellite so it is not centered on the FPA of the tracking telescope,
but so it is centered on the FPA of the main telescope. This oset should be determined
before the pass begins.
Once the error is established, the pixel error is transformed to RA and DEC using
the calibration matrix. A proportional controller is used to adjust the mount track rates
from the prior rate, beginning at the nominal element-derived rate, to a higher or lower
rate so that the RSO will be driven to the target position on the detector array. This can
be expressed mathematically as
dRA(t ) = dRA(t − 1) + Kp *.,
1
s

a
c
 e (t − 1)
+/- (3.3)
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where Kp is the proportional gain, dRA(t ) is the new rate in RA and dRA(t − 1) is the
current rate (set by the last time step). The same is true for the DEC axis. Rather than
using the correction term directly, the rates are ltered with an exponential moving
average. This delays the responsiveness of the controller, but helps ensure smooth track
motion. With each new image received from the tracking camera, the ROI is updated
to be centered on the position of the brightest pixel within the old ROI, and the process
repeats. Over several frames, e(t) will hopefully decrease to 0.
The process described above requires an operator to manually select the RSO in the
image so that an initial ROI can be established. However, if full automation is required,
a blob detector such as cv::SimpleBlobDetector() can be used. With a high inertia
ratio (low elongation) requirement, star streaks should be automatically ltered out
and the only “circular” group of bright pixels in the image will hopefully be the RSO.
A similar technique can be used as the regular tracking algorithm, which is especially
useful for resolvable objects. By requiring a high inertia ratio, star streaks will not be
selected by the algorithm as the target object.
3.3.4 Potential improvements
The primary focus of OSCOM has been photometry of small satellites. Therefore, the
most important requirement of the tracking system has been smooth tracking. As long
as the target RSO is roughly near the center of the detector, the error term is not very
important because it does not aect the quality of the photometry. However, if high
focal ratio, narrow eld of view (NFOV) telescopes are used for photometry or spatially
resolved imaging, it may be advantageous to use a complete PID controller. The integral
and derivative terms are easy to integrate into the tracking code, however the tuning
of the system is complicated. Not only does the frame rate of the process depend on
the detector and computer running Auriga, but most observations by OSCOM are per-
formed using portable or semi-permanent setups that are setup and taken down for
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every night of observation. This makes it dicult to ne tune the multiple terms of the
PID control. Additionally, independent gains would need to be determined for each of
several dierent telescope and mount systems used by OSCOM. Besides PID, a Kalman
lter on either the image processing or control stage might benet the smoothness of
the tracking system [Zhao, 2009]. Kalman lters are able to predict the location of the
RSO in the next frame and do so with immunity to noise.
Although OSCOM assumes the orbital elements belonging to the target RSO are
roughly correct, i.e. close enough so that the object will be somewhere in the tracking
camera FOV at the predicted time, many satellites with old orbital elements arrive early
or late from the predicted time but along a similar trajectory. OSCOM currently begins
tracking at the time predicted the RSO will enter the center of the FOV. However, even
with a FOV of 1° across, satellites in LEO only oer a window of about ±1 s before they
pass through the FOV. If it is known that an object has old or questionable orbital ele-
ments, a low SNR streak detection algorithm may oer the ability to track objects that
arrive early or late. The telescope waits and stares at the expected intercept location
until a streak is detected at which point the standard tracking process begins. This is
a more advanced concept, but increases the capability of OSCOM to characterize un-
known objects.
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Chapter 4
Instrumentation
OSCOM makes use of a variety of telescopes, detectors, lters, and tracking mounts in
order to match instrumentation with observation goals. The ideal equipment for small
satellite photometry is not the same as that for high resolution imaging of large LEO
satellites. Although many dierent systems across the world are successfully tracking
satellites, it is important to understand the advantages and disadvantages of these set
ups. This chapter provides general background on telescopes, detectors, lters, and
tracking mounts, as well as criteria that OSCOM uses for selecting its instrumentation.
4.1 Telescopes
Telescopes are arguably the most important part of an optical satellite observation
system. They are responsible for collecting light from satellites not visible to the naked
eye and magnify the image of resolved satellites. Although all telescopes take incoming
light and direct it to a focal plane, there are many dierent designs with associated
mechanical and optical trade-os.
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4.1.1 Telescope parameters
Ultimately, telescopes accomplish two tasks; they make objects appear brighter and
larger. Associated with these are the contrast and resolution of the optical system. To
determine how much brighter or larger a telescope image will become, telescopes are
characterized by several parameters. The rst basic parameter is aperture diameter, D.
The diameter of the aperture is often given with the name of a telescope, such as “ 8 inch
Schmidt Cassegrain” or “150mm refractor”. This specication describes the extent of a
telescope’s light gathering power and resolution. The larger the aperture, the brighter
the image and the higher the resolution. Physically, the aperture is usually the diameter
of the rst optical surface that incoming light strikes on the telescope, although more
generally it is the diameter of the system element that determines the cone angle of rays
being focused in the image plane.
The second parameter is focal length, f . The focal length of an optic is the distance
to the point of ray convergence on the optical axis. Collimated incoming light will be
focused at a distance equal to the focal length from the optic. For complex optical sys-
tems with multiple elements, the eective focal length is the net focal length of the
elements working together. Focal length directly drives angular magnication. Longer
focal lengths spread incoming light over a larger distance on the focal plane. Physically,
focal length is weakly related to the physical size of the telescope. More directly, it is
related to the distance of the light path in the telescope optical system. For small tele-
scopes, typical focal lengths are in the hundreds of millimeters while larger telescopes
have focal lengths of meters to over 10 meters. A diagram of the eective focal length of
a multi-element optical system is shown in Figure 4.1.
The rst two parameters can be combined into a single parameter known as the
focal ratio, f /#. Focal ratio is dened as f /D and describes the nal angle of conver-
gence of light onto the focal plane. Low focal ratios, usually slightly larger than 1, are
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f
Figure 4.1: In this two element optical system, the aperture D is the diameter of the rst optical
element. The eective focal length f of the system is shorter than the physical length because
of the inuence of the second optic. Knowing the distance from the last optical surface to the
focal plane, the eective focal length of the system is determined by the intersection of the
nal converging cone with the height of the aperture [Sacek, 2015]. This system is a simplied
version of the Borg 77EDII refractor and focal reducer.
known as “fast” optical systems because light captured over a relatively wide view angle
is delivered to a small area on the focal plane. A high focal ratio, e.g. f /20, spreads light
from the same view angle over a large area on the focal plane and is known as a “slow”
optical system. This is because if both of these systems are imaging the same source at
the same distance, individual detector elements on the fast optical system will collect
photons at a higher rate than the slow system. The detector elements of the fast system
look larger when viewed through the optics than the slow system. If both systems have
the same aperture diameter, the total number of photons collected across the entirety of
each (perfect) detector will be the same.
Besides the focal ratio, there are several other properties that can be derived from
the focal length and aperture. One of these properties, eld of view (FOV), is especially
important for choosing telescopes for satellite imaging. Field of view is determined by
the focal length of the telescope and by the physical diameter of the detector (discussed
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in section 4.2). The geometry shows the eld of view can be calculated as
θ = 2 arctan
(
d/2
f
)
(4.1)
where θ is the FOV, d is the physical width of the detector array, and f is the focal
length. For small angles, this is typically simplied to
θ ≈ d
f
[rad]. (4.2)
Many astronomical telescopes typically have elds of view around 20′ across, but the
recent increase in electronic detector size has allowed some telescopes to reach elds of
view several degrees across.
The aperture diameter of a telescope drives the theoretical resolution of the tele-
scope. Assuming perfect optics, the diraction limit using the Rayleigh criterion is
θR = 1.22
λ
D
(4.3)
after applying the small angle approximation. The Rayleigh criterion states that the
minimum resolvable detail in an image occurs where the rst diraction minimum of
one point source coincides with the maximum of another. An otherwise perfect optical
system will always be limited by diraction. The realizable image resolution is further
reduced by atmospheric eects, optical aberrations, and the detector sampling scale.
Aperture also drives the brightness of the image. Image intensity is related to the
area of the aperture, which for circular optics goes by D2. This means a telescope of
12 inch aperture collects 2.25 times as much light as an 8 inch telescope, even though
the diameter has only increased by 1.5 times.
An oft forgotten component of a telescope’s light-gathering power is its transmission
eciency. To minimize transmission losses, refractive elements are often coated with
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high eciency coatings to greatly reduce reection. Even if corrector plates or refractor
lenses are carefully protected from the elements when they are not in use, over time
they will pick up air particulates that drive their transmission eciency down. The
same is true for reecting mirrors. First-surface mirrors are carefully coated with a
variety of metals, but even if dielectric reective coatings with losses less than 1% are
used, they will eventually deteriorate and pick up dust and particulates. Refractive
elements also have inevitable absorption losses. All told, the transmission eciency for
an amateur telescope might vary between 80 and 95% [Sacek, 2015].
A nal concept is called etendue, which describes how light is spread out by an
optical system. It is also referred to as optical throughput and is a conserved quantity in
perfect optical systems. Etendue is sometimes called the AΩ product because it is equal
to
G = AΩ (4.4)
where G is the etendue, A is the beam area or system pupil, and Ω is the beam diver-
gence or system FOV. A larger etendue represents greater light collecting power. If
the eld of view is known, the aperture in m2 may simply be multiplied by the FOV
in square degrees. Otherwise, the projected solid angle of the entrance pupil can be
approximated by
Ω ≈ Aep
f 2
(4.5)
following the denition of the solid angle. This can be further simplied to
Ω ≈ pi4( f /#)2 (4.6)
which demonstrates the inverse square relationship between focal ratio and optical
throughput. Low focal ratio optical systems have higher throughput than high focal
ratio systems.
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4.1.2 Aberrations
Although telescopes are designed to meet theoretical operating criteria, the gure, i.e.
curvature, of real optical elements deviates from the nominal shape. This is especially
true of amateur and COTS hardware that is manufactured to lower tolerances. Some
telescope tubes will be better than others just by chance, while others will be worse.
Optical systems can suer from many aberrations, but ve are particularly common in
telescope designs and will be introduced here.
Spherical aberration is perhaps the most basic aberration an optical system can have.
Optics manufacturers prefer that optical elements (lenses or mirrors) be shaped spheri-
cally because this is much easier to make than other conic sections. Unfortunately, the
constant radius of curvature of a spherical element means that paraxial rays at dierent
radial distances from the center of the element will come to focus at dierent points.
Although this eect can occur in both refracting and reecting telescopes (see subsec-
tion 4.1.4), it is rare in modern multi-element refracting telescopes because multiple
lens elements cancel the eect out. Spherical aberration sends energy into the rings of
the Airy disk and washes out detail in spatially resolved images. It is easiest to iden-
tify spherical aberration by the signicant dierence in brightness between intra and
extrafocal images.
To avoid spherical aberration either non-spherical optical elements or corrective
lenses are used. If a parabolic primary is used in a reecting telescope to remove spheri-
cal aberration, the next most likely aberration is called coma. Coma is an o-axis aberra-
tion that appears near the edge of the eld of view. Point sources aected by coma are
imaged as comet-looking objects that all point to the center of the eld.
To avoid coma, more complicated designs using hyperbolic surfaces or multiple non-
spherical surfaces have been designed. Unfortunately, some of these systems suer from
astigmatism. Astigmatism is also an o-axis aberration and exists because an optical
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element has two dierent focal surfaces corresponding to each plane of the system.
Many optical designs are astigmatism free, and for those that are not, it is often possible
to use a corrective lens to remove the aberration.
For low focal ratio, wide eld of view electro-optical systems, eld curvature can
become a problem. Many telescope designs naturally create curved focal planes where
o-axis light focuses slightly closer to the objective than on-axis light. Because nearly
all COTS detectors are at, it is impossible to have the entire eld of view in focus at the
same time. In order to remove eld curvature, a eld attener must be used in front of
the detector.
Lastly, refractors or telescopes using corrective lenses may suer from chromatic
aberration. This is caused by the wavelength dependent nature of refraction, so that
bluer light comes to a focus closer to the objective than red light. Multi-lens systems
known as achromats or apochromats bring multiple wavelengths of light to the same
focal point, removing the color distortion.
Note that many of these aberrations can be reduced or even removed entirely by
adding optical elements—either additional mirrors or corrective lenses. Commercial
camera lenses have many internal elements for this reason. Unfortunately, there are
transmission losses at every element, reducing the eciency of the lens overall. For
astronomy and satellite observations, this reduction cannot be tolerated, which is why
telescopes usually have only a few optical elements with expensive, non-spherical g-
ures.
4.1.3 Evaluating the eect of aberrations on optical quality
Every telescope design comes down to trades of cost, engineering complexity, trans-
mission eciency, aberration removal, etc., but even the perfect telescope design is
manufactured with limited tolerance. Opticians and observers have developed measures
to evaluate the performance of actual telescope systems. One of the most common and
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Figure 4.2: A single 10ms i’ band image of a star taken by a 12 inch Schmidt Cassegrain tele-
scope, 2× barlow lens, and the Manta G-235 detector on a night of fair seeing. The Airy disk is in
the center, surrounded by arcs of the rst diraction ring. The diraction limit of this telescope
at 775 nm is 0.64 arcsec/pix and the pixel scale is 0.2 arcsec/pix. The measured FWHM of the
Airy disk is about 3.5 pix, close to the expected size of 3.2 pix.
useful measures is the Strehl ratio. This ratio compares the peak intensity of the aber-
rated Airy disk (see Figure 4.2) to the peak Airy disk intensity of a perfect wavefront.
The Strehl ratio can take on values between 0 and 1, with 1 being an ideal telescope
operating at its diraction limit. In general, the goal of telescope designs is to place as
much energy into the Airy disk as possible in order to maximize contrast.
Strehl ratio is typically calculated by measuring the RMS wavefront error of the
system (or element) and can be approximated using the equation
SR ≈ e−(2piω)2 (4.7)
where SR is the Strehl ratio and ω is the RMS error in units of the wavelength [Sacek,
2015]. Typically, Strehl ratios greater than 0.8 are considered capable of diraction
limited imaging and correspond to an RMS error of about λ/14. This should be con-
sidered an absolute minimum. A very good optical system has a Strehl ratio of about
0.94 [Royce, n.d.].
Strehl ratio is a representation of the bulk error from all aberrations and does not
provide details on what the aberrated image may look like. To do so, it is necessary to
measure the point spread function (PSF) of the optical system. The PSF is the image of a
point source as viewed through the system. As mentioned above, even perfect systems
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have limited spatial resolution due to diraction at the edge of the aperture, and there-
fore the PSF consists of a central Airy disk surrounded by concentric rings. Errors in
the system tend to move energy from the disk into the rings. Measuring the encircled
energy of the PSF out to the rst ring and comparing it to the ideal Airy function is akin
to the Strehl ratio. An image of the PSF is easily obtained by observing stars. However,
this is not the PSF of the optical system, but of the system and atmosphere combined.
This can be measured around the time of each observation and potentially used as a
source for deconvolution of the image.
For spatially resolved imaging, it is also important to consider the modulation trans-
fer function (MTF) of a telescope optic. The MTF is a description of how an optical
system operates as a function of spatial frequency. In other words, how much contrast
does a system deliver when imaging objects that are closely spaced versus objects that
are spaced further apart. An example MTF plot for three theoretical telescopes is shown
in Figure 4.3. To resolve ne details on an object, the telescope must be capable of deliv-
ering high contrast at small spatial frequencies. The MTF is the Fourier transform of the
PSF and so the Strehl ratio is like a frequency averaged MTF.
4.1.4 Telescope types
Telescopes can be broadly separated into three distinct categories: refractors, reec-
tors, and catadioptrics, as shown in Figure 4.4. Refractors are what people classically
think of as a telescope: a long skinny tube with a lens on the end. Refractors tend to
provide very sharp images because there is no secondary obstruction, but they are very
expensive for their size. None have ever been made larger than Yerkes Observatory
40 inch. Despite these limitations, refractors are the default choice for small optics, such
as nder scopes or tracking telescopes, because of their small size and unobstructed
aperture. Additionally, they require little maintenance because they are a sealed tube
aligned by the manufacturer.
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Figure 4.3: Theoretical modulation transfer functions for three 12 inch f /5 reecting tele-
scopes. The central obstruction (secondary mirror) size reduces the performance of the tele-
scope at low to mid frequencies, but maintains the performance or very slightly outperforms
the unobstructed telescope with ne detail. Curves modeled using the Aberrator software
(aberrator.astronomy.net).
The best telescopes by dollar-value are reecting telescopes. These use mirrors only
and are therefore less expensive than refractors of the same size. Because mirrors can
be supported from underneath, reecting telescopes can be extremely large. The largest
single (primary) mirror telescopes are over 8m in diameter. Unfortunately, reectors
usually require that a secondary mirror be placed in the lightpath of the primary. Not
only does the secondary obstruction impact the MTF of the telescope, but the structure
that supports the secondary mirror assembly must also pass through the light path.
Light is diracted by the assembly, removing energy from the Airy disk to spikes typ-
ically seen emanating from the center of bright stars in astrophotos. Reecting optics
must also be carefully aligned by the observer for optimum performance.
Catadioptric systems combine both lenses and mirrors and are very popular among
amateur observers. Perhaps their most useful feature is their compact size. By using a
folded light path, long focal lengths can be achieved in a small physical space. They also
oer many optical performance gains over pure refracting or reecting telescopes. They
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Figure 4.4: The three basic types, from top to bottom, are reectors, refractors, and cata-
dioptrics.
exhibit virtually no chromatic aberration and have greatly reduced coma compared to
reectors. The secondary mirror is typically supported by a glass correcting element
and therefore no diraction spikes are formed.
4.2 Detectors
Detectors are the second major component of a satellite optical tracking system. After
light is collected by the telescope and delivered as an image on the focal plane, the de-
tector captures those photons and transforms them into a digital representation of the
image. Just like telescopes, detectors come in a few major types and can be character-
ized by several properties.
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4.2.1 Detector types
The standard scientic visible imaging detector is the charge-coupled device (CCD).
CCDs have an array of photoactive capacitors that accumulate charge during an expo-
sure. Each of these are essentially image pixels. When the exposure is complete, charge
is transferred from row to row until it reaches the nal row, which acts as a serial regis-
ter. Charge is then transferred across the serial register into an output amplier before
it is digitized by an analog to digital converter. The key trait to the CCD architecture is
that charge is transferred across the device and the entire array is (usually) converted to
a voltage and digitized at a single point o chip.
The other common visible imaging detector is the complimentary metal oxide semi-
conductor (CMOS). CMOS active-pixel sensors have circuitry at each pixel that ampli-
es the collected charge and additional circuitry converts the voltage to digital data
elsewhere on the chip. Because the CMOS manufacturing process is used in many indus-
tries, the cost of CMOS detectors is far less than CCDs. Their cost, in combination with
their reduced power requirements compared to CCDs, are the reason they are found in
cell phones, web cams, and other consumer devices. A limitation of this technology is
that the ll factor is reduced. In other words, because there is circuitry at each pixel that
is not light sensitive, the eective light collecting area of the sensor is reduced. Man-
ufacturers must install microlenses above the pixel elements to collect light over the
complete area and focus it onto the photo sensitive region in order to increase the ll
factor of CMOS detectors.
There are also variations on CCD and CMOS detectors. A common variation on the
CCD is the electron multiplying CCD (EMCCD). This innovation allows single photon
detection while maintaining high quantum eciency. An EMCCD is not limited by the
readout noise of the conventional output amplier because a solid state electron mul-
tiplying register is added in between the serial register and amplier. The EM register
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works in hundreds of stages, wherein impact ionization is utilized to produce secondary
electrons, and hence EM gain. This allows very weak charges in the serial register to be
increased to higher levels.
CCD and CMOS technology has been somewhat combined on a single chip to pro-
duce what is known as the scientic CMOS (sCMOS) image sensor. The goal of sCMOS
was to produce a high frame rate CMOS detector capable of the high quantum eciency
and low noise seen in CCDs. Although the specics of this architecture are protected by
the companies that make them, the general design has pixels that can be read through
either a low gain or high gain path. The low gain path can detect large numbers of pho-
tons with high noise while the high gain path detects low numbers of photons with
low noise. The two are added together “in an interesting way” to obtain a high dynamic
range, low noise image [Baker, 2011].
Finally, many CCD and CMOS sensors are naturally sensitive out to about 1000 nm
because of their silicon based chip. To capture light further into the near infrared and
shortwave infrared (SWIR), an InGaAs image sensor is a common choice. Depending on
their design, they are capable of detection out to between 1.7 µm to 2.6 µm. SWIR has
the advantage over visible imaging in that the technology allows similarly high resolu-
tions and optical systems as visible imagers, but the longer wavelength means reected
light is less aected by the atmosphere. For satellite imaging, there are two major disad-
vantages to SWIR. The rst is airglow, which is a natural emission of light in the upper
atmosphere as bright as the full moon in SWIR. The increased background noise and de-
creased contrast makes the use of SWIR to observe small satellites dicult. Additionally,
solar irradiance is reduced at this wavelength, which means fewer solar photons are
being reected by the satellite. Therefore, SWIR is eectively only an option for spatial
imaging of large, bright satellites.
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4.2.2 Detector characteristics
The most basic characteristic of an image sensor is its size. This includes both the size
of the chip and the size, also known as the pitch, of individual pixels. The chip size
determines the total eld of view in conjunction with the focal length of the optics it
is attached to (see Equation 4.1 and 4.2). Typical sensor sizes vary between just a few
millimeters diagonally to several tens of millimeters. The pixel pitch determines the
pixel scale or instantaneous eld of view (IFOV), which is how much sky is covered by
one pixel. This is important so that spatial sampling of the target object is obtained. In
other words, it partially determines the eective spatial resolution of the data. Typical
pixel pitches vary from around 4 µm for small pixels to 24 µm for larger pixels.
Part of the sensor unit will be the analog to digital converter (ADC). Although this
may or may not be on the same chip as the photosensitive detector, it is a fundamental
part of the camera device. Based on the dynamic range, noise, and sensitivity of the
detector, the manufacturer will use an analog digital converter that creates between 8
and 24 bit samples for each pixel. Most scientic CCDs are 16 bits per pixel, correspond-
ing to 65, 536 intensity levels per pixel, although many CMOS detectors are only 12 bit,
creating 4, 096 levels per pixel. Both CCD and CMOS detectors have a reduced dynamic
range for accurate photometry because the detector response becomes nonlinear before
saturation. The dynamic range in physical units of the signal is determined by the gain
of the output amplier before the ADC. The gain/ADC combination leads to a certain
number of photo-electrons per analog digital unit (ADU). For cameras that have soft-
ware controlled gain, when the gain is increased, the ADC maps the input signal to a
smaller number of electrons per ADU (see Figure 4.5). Typical image sensor gains are
around 1 e−/ADU.
The photosensitive region of the detector has a quantum eciency (QE) that de-
scribes what percentage of incident photons are converted to charge carriers in the
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Figure 4.5: The Manta G-235 CMOS detector has a software controllable gain from 0 to 40 dB.
By characterizing OSCOM’s unit, the true gain in e−/ADU was determined as a function of
the software gain. Having a wide range of gain selection makes the Manta a versatile camera,
capable of imaging bright and dim objects.
device. QE is a highly wavelength dependent characteristic, and although all silicon
based detectors have roughly similar QE curves, manufacturer specic doping and de-
sign decisions can increase or decrease the QE. A sample QE curve for the Manta G-235
CMOS detector is shown in Figure 4.6. Ideally, the QE of a detector is as high as possible
so that as many incident photons as possible are detected by the device.
Random thermal noise produces dark current in image sensors. The longer the ex-
posure, the more time thermal noise has to add to the charge collected in the sensor.
Although the dark current of a detector can be characterized and subtracted from sci-
ence frames, there is noise associated with the dark current that decreases the total
signal to noise ratio of any science measurements. Luckily, at the short exposure times
used by OSCOM (< 1 s), dark current is negligible. It is dominated by the read noise.
Read noise is present in every image read out from the detector and is impossible to
avoid or subtract out. Read noise can be reduced by registering and co-adding frames,
but this is counterproductive for time-resolved photometry. The amount of read noise in
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Figure 4.6: Quantum eciency curve of the Manta G-235 CMOS detector used by OSCOM. All
silicon based image sensors have QE curves shaped similar to this. Reproduced from Allied
Vision [2015].
a frame is a function of the internal electronics of the device and is therefore up to the
manufacturer to minimize. Typical values for scientic cameras range from 1 to 15 e−
RMS. Note that there is a signicant dierence between these two values. Every time
you halve the total system noise, you have eectively doubled the dynamic range of the
image.
An additional noise source is present in every image, even if the detector is perfect.
This is called shot noise or Poisson noise because it is modeled by a Poisson process.
Shot noise is caused by the particle nature of light so that the signal to noise ratio for
large numbers of photo-electrons, N , is
SNR = N√
N
=
√
N . (4.8)
Therefore, the shot noise is reduced by collecting more light.
Individual image sensors will have their own xed pattern noise (FPN). FPN con-
sists of both dark signal non-uniformity across the detector as well as photo response
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non-uniformity from pixel to pixel. Some pixels might be more or less sensitive to dark
current, i.e. “hot” and “cold” pixels, while others might provide more or less gain than
the pixels around them. The latter is especially important to consider in CMOS detec-
tors that have individual pixel circuitry. Hot and cold pixels or other xed signal spatial
eects will be mostly removed by a dark frame subtraction. Likewise, pixel-to-pixel
sensitivity variation can be corrected using a at-eld (discussed in section 5.1). This
technique normalizes the response of pixels across the detector.
4.3 Electro-Optics for Satellite Observation
Rather than discussing the telescopes and detectors used by OSCOM in those individual
sections, it makes sense to discuss them together. Telescopes and detectors act as a
unit to provide images with particular characteristics, such as pixel scale and FOV. Just
because a detector works well with a given telescope for one task does not mean it
will work well for another. The goals of unresolved RSO photometry are dierent from
those of high resolution imaging, and the equipment used by OSCOM for each of these
tasks reects that.
4.3.1 Unresolved photometry
Of particular interest to OSCOM is time-resolved photometry of unresolved objects.
CubeSats may have pre-deployment spin rates of 0.5 to 1.5Hz and therefore ash rates
4 times that (from each of 4 sides) [Graversen, Frederiksen, & Vedstesen, 2002]. To op-
tically resolve these ashes requires frame rates of more than twice as fast and ideally
even faster. Yet at the same time, these small satellites are only as bright as magnitude
11. These two requirements work against each other and force us to consider unique
solutions. Additionally, OSCOM is currently located in Daytona Beach, Florida, where
there is a bright sky background.
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There have been several recent analyses of system design parameters for optical
orbit determination [Coder & Holzinger, 2013; Ackermann, Zimmer, McGraw, & Ko-
pit, 2015; Shell, 2010], but the author is not aware of any for optical characterization
systems. The goals of each system are slightly dierent, with orbit determination em-
phasizing extremely large elds of view and high magnitude detection capabilities, but
not the ability to time-resolve rapid events. For orbit determination systems, Coder and
Holzinger [2013] found that under light polluted skies the system design is pushed to-
wards large f-numbers and small pixel sizes to maximize the accuracy of initial orbital
elements. Coder and Holzinger also suggested pushing the aperture diameter as far as
the system budget allows in order to achieve high limiting magnitudes. Large focal ra-
tios and small pixel sizes decrease the background noise while potentially increasing
RSO position accuracy, but a system like this will likely also suer from small elds of
view, unless a very large detector is available. Ackermann et al. [2015] analyzed system
design for GEO observation by trying to maximize both sensitivity (limiting magnitude)
and search rate, a function of the eld of view. The result was a large aperture, optically
fast telescope—nearly the opposite of the system suggested by Coder and Holzinger.
This dierence likely results because most telescopes are located at dark sites, and Ack-
ermann et al. probably assumed background sky levels would be low.
Shell [2010] performed a basic radiometric analysis to examine three space debris
monitoring scenarios including ground-based optical observation of objects in LEO and
GEO. Shell was surprised to nd that a 20 cm scope could relatively easily detect LEO
objects in the sub-10 cm size range. In fact, read noise dominated dark and sky noise
with the short exposure times used for imaging objects in LEO. Sensitivity was slightly
reduced for observations conducted with higher sky background, but his analysis used
large 24 µm pixels for increased detection capability.
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Signal-to-noise ratio estimation
Before discussing OSCOM’s specic choices of equipment, it is helpful to show mathe-
matically how the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of an imaged point source be estimated.
Rather than performing a detailed radiometric analysis to model the system perfor-
mance, this section will focus on trends that occur when varying system parameters.
System design choices should be made to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio under cer-
tain constraints. For a simple electro-optical system, the signal-to-noise ratio of an RSO
in an image can be expressed as
SNR = es√
es + eb + e
2
n
(4.9)
where es is the number of detected source electrons, eb is the number of electrons from
background light, and en is the read noise of the detector. Dark current is not mean-
ingfully present in short exposure times, so the only meaningful noise source from the
detector is read noise. Background and source electrons each contribute uncertainty to
the image photometry because of Poisson noise (Equation 4.8).
The number of point source electrons es measured in the detector is a function of the
optic and detector and can be predicted by
es = QE · τ · A · Es · t (4.10)
where τ is the transmission eciency of the optics and atmosphere, A is the aperture of
the optic, Es is the irradiance of the source, and t is the detector integration time [Shell,
2010]. It is important to note that the most exible design parameters are the aperture
area and exposure time. The focal length of the optic does not impact the source inten-
sity when imaging a point source.
Background sky noise comes from natural air glow, light pollution, solar illumi-
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nation, or moonlight. The sky is an extended source which creates eb electrons in the
detector, as modeled by
eb =
QE · τ · pi · Lb · x2
1 + 4( f /d )2 t (4.11)
where Lb is the background radiance,x is the pixel pitch, and f /d is the focal ratio [Shell,
2010]. This can be rearranged and simplied to
eb ≈ QE · τ · Lb · A · x
2
f 2
· t (4.12)
by approximating 1 + 4( f /d )2 as 4( f /d )2. The important dierence between the calcula-
tion of es and eb is that the background is an extended object and therefore the number
of background electrons is a function of the pixel size and focal length, essentially the
pixel scale (IFOV).
OSCOM Electro-optics
OSCOM’s electro-optical system must meet several requirements listed in Figure 4.7.
Meeting these requirements can generally be achieved by the EO system parameters
given in the same gure. For example, to observe dim targets the aperture diameter A
can be increased. This come directly from the SNR formulation above. Unfortunately,
several of the possible solutions to achieving each of OSCOM’s requirements are in
direct conict, e.g. long exposure times are better for observing dim targets, but short
exposure times are necessary to time-resolve brightness uctuations from a tumbling
target. These types of conicts needed to be balanced in order to meet all of the require-
ments.
Perhaps the most important requirement is the ability to observe targets as small
and dim as CubeSats. This is the rst requirement listed in Figure 4.7 and can be achieved
by using a large aperture telescope, by using a long exposure time, or potentially by us-
ing a larger pixel scale to collect more source photons in a single pixel. The next require-
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Optically track and observe CubeSats using COTS equipment from Daytona Beach, FL
Requirements
Observe dim targets (~11 mag)
Temporally resolve glints (~1 sec)
Use COTS equipment (<$10,000)
Tolerate pointing error (<0.3 deg) 
Tolerate bright background
(~18.5 mag/sq. arcsec)
wide FOV
small IFOV
Can be achieved by…
fast readout &
short integration time
large aperture
large IFOV
long integration time
short focal length
large pixels
long focal length
small pixels
large detector
short focal length
many pixels
large pixels
Figure 4.7: Each major requirement that the OSCOM electro-optical system must meet can be
achieved by several combinations of optic and detector. However, in order to meet all of the
requirements, including the use of COTS equipment, only those characteristics in bold text were
chosen.
ment stems from several dierent uncertainties: error in the orbital elements of small
debris and CubeSats, error in the OSCOM system computer time, and error in the tele-
scope mount pointing. If these uncertainties are too large, the CubeSat will not be seen
in the eld of view of the EO system. To maximize the tolerance of the system, a large
eld of view can be used. Now that there is a theoretical system that can see CubeSats,
the next requirement to add is the ability to temporally resolve glints and other rapid
brightness changes that a tumbling satellite might exhibit. This is best accomplished
by using short exposure times and fast readout detectors. This solution is also the rst
solution in conict with another solution in the theoretical EO system design. There are
several ways to observe dim targets, but only one way to time resolve glints, so short
exposures will be a mandatory capability of the system.
The next challenge for the system is the ability to operate with the bright sky back-
ground found in Daytona Beach, Florida. To achieve this, the pixel scale of the EO sys-
tem should be fairly small. This ensures that when the RSO is over a particular pixel,
the background sky contributes very little to the same pixel. A small pixel scale can be
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achieved by either small detector pixels and/or a long focal length optic. This is in con-
ict with the large IFOV solution of observing dim targets, but the situation is slightly
more complicated. As the pixel scale decreases, the background contribution also de-
creases, but the read noise becomes more and more signicant because the RSO signal
will be distributed among a greater number of pixels. The seeing disk over Daytona
Beach is roughly 2 arcsec on average, so an image of an unresolved RSO will be spread
over 2 arcsec. This might be a slight overestimate because of the short exposure times
used by OSCOM, but for the dimmest satellites which require t > 100ms, it is a fair
approximation. Therefore, we aim for a system IFOV of about 2 arcsec/pix. Again, this
can be achieved by varying the telescope focal length f and pixel pitch x .
The nal system requirement is used to decide between long focal length or small
pixel pitch: the use of aordable COTS equipment. There are many long focal length
telescopes available in the amateur astronomy market, but very few detectors with both
large pixels and a fast readout. On the other hand, there are many COTS CMOS sensors
with fast readout and small pixels. If the EO system is going to have small pixels, the
telescope should have a short focal length and large aperture, i.e. low focal ratio, in
order to achieve the proper pixel scale of 2 arcsec/pix.
OSCOM ultimately chose to use the 11 inch Rowe Ackermann Schmidt Astrograph
(RASA) f /2.2 telescope made by Celestron. This variation on the Schmidt Cassegrain
has corrective lens elements in place of the secondary mirror and the detector is placed
at prime focus, as shown in Figure 4.8. At the time of this writing, an 11 inch RASA
is available for only $3500 in the United States. The RASA is current paired with a
Manta G-235 CMOS detector made by Allied Vision. This detector has a 1/1.2 inch Sony
IMX174 CMOS chip with 5.86 µm pixels and 25 full frame per second capture rate. This
rate is obtainable because the Manta is only a 12 bit detector. Data is then transferred
over a gigabit ethernet cable at 117MBps. The detector specication sheet claims a read
noise of only 6 e−, but tests show OSCOM’s unit actually does better than this. The
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Figure 4.8: The Celestron Rowe Ackermann Schmidt Astrograph telescope uses a Schmidt
corrector plate, spherical primary mirror, and corrective lens element at the prime focus.
Manta G-235 is currently available for about $1200. The RASA/Manta system is pictured
in Figure 3.4a.
The frame rate of a detector is limited by the number of detector pixels that must
be read out. For high frame rates, there is a maximum number of pixels that can be
read out before the detector clock rate limits the frame rate or the capacity of the data
transfer cable is reached. With fairly small pixels, to minimize background sky noise,
that also means the detector size will not be very large. When paired with a short fo-
cal length telescope, the FOV may then be described as “medium”: larger than most
astronomical telescopes, but smaller than telescopes used for orbit determination or
surveys. A very large eld of view is not necessary because OSCOM’s purpose does not
include searching for new or lost objects, but it should be large enough to accommodate
pointing error. As a unit, the RASA/G-235 system has a FOV of 1.05° × 0.66° (shown in
Figure 4.9) and a pixel scale of 1.95 ′′/pix.
Perhaps one of the most unusual aspects of this system compared to other satellite
tracking systems is the decision to use a CMOS detector. Nearly all systems the author
is aware of use CCD detectors. In part, this is because CCDs have high ll factor, high
QE, and can have larger pixels, so they have increased sensitivity of a system for or-
bit determination. Unfortunately, CCDs also have a slow readout time that prevents
their use in high rate imaging. Exceptions to this include the ML line by Finger Lakes
Instrumentation that uses four separate ampliers to read out the chip simultaneously
at frame rates of about 4Hz.
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Figure 4.9: Field of views of several electro-optical systems evaluated for OSCOM. Labels are
telescope, detector.
Some advantages of OSCOM’s RASA system for satellite observation is that the
equipment is not very large or heavy, and thus is easily deployed in the eld if neces-
sary. Additionally, the short exposure times allow somewhat increased tolerance for
tracking error. In turn, this eases the track mount requirements, reducing the tracking
system’s total cost. The disadvantage of the f /2.2 tube includes some diculty with
precise collimation. Fortunately, the focuser provided by Celestron provides precise
control for the small critical focus zone of the fast optic.
The eective RSO magnitude limit using the RASA/G-235 system has not yet been
reached. Satellites as small as 10 cm spheres (see Figure 6.4) have been consistently
tracked. Orbital elements for objects smaller than this have not been available. Star
tests have been performed to predict performance on dimmer satellites, but it was de-
termined that atmospheric scintillation has a large impact on photometric variation
over time. This is because OSCOM commonly uses exposure times that are similar to
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the timing of atmospheric motion. Therefore, scintillation may be convolved with RSO
photometry. This has the interesting eect that bright sources have high ux variability
and dim sources have low ux variability such that the ratio of source brightness to
variability is approximately constant for bright and dim sources. Additionally, this ratio
only has a weak correlation with exposure length, although for the dimmest targets
(magnitude 11+) it is advantageous to use relatively long exposure times of 100ms or
more. This is out of a necessity to provide a sucient number of counts to be detectable
by the photometry tool. With 300ms exposures and a gain of 10 dB on the Manta G-235,
photometry can be performed on sources as dim as 13mag without signicant diculty.
If necessary, Embry-Riddle’s Daytona Beach campus has a 1m telescope (shown in
Figure 4.10) which provides more photons per pixel for a given source than the RASA.
However, because it has over 8m of focal length, the eld of view is very small. Wider
eld of view telescopes coaligned with the main telescope are used for acquisition and
tracking of the RSO while the main telescope provides higher SNR science data. In
the future, the 1m telescope is likely a good platform for spectroscopy of dim RSOs
because it provides a mechanically solid mounting surface and delivers a large number
of photons to the instrument.
4.3.2 Spatial imaging
Although this is not OSCOM’s primary focus, spatially resolved imaging of large RSOs
can directly reveal their physical condition. Not only is this process useful for large LEO
satellites, such as the International Space Station, but it can also be used to image a vent-
ing upper stage or debris from a satellite explosion or collision. High resolution spatial
imaging requires long focal lengths and small pixel sizes in order to spatially sample
the diraction limit of the optical system. The RASA operates at f /2.2, but typically a
telescope of at least f /20, f /30, or higher is used for spatial imaging if possible. The dif-
culty is that as the angular resolution increases, the eld of view decreases. Therefore,
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Figure 4.10: The DFM 1m telescope at Embry-Riddle’s Daytona Beach campus. With
over 8m of focal length, the eld of view is very small with most detectors. Several tele-
scopes are co-aligned with the main telescope to provide a variety of elds of view. From
observatory.db.erau.edu, Copyright Michelle Blake.
the pointing and tracking requirements become very steep. This is why OSCOM uses a
wider eld tracking telescope coaligned with the larger narrow FOV main telescope.
A sample OSCOM system for spatial imaging is shown in Figure 3.4b. This 12 inch
setup is just one of several systems used for satellite observations. There have also been
observations using a 20 inch CDK20 by PlaneWave and a 16 inch LX200 by Meade. In
order to achieve higher eective focal lengths, a 2 or 3× barlow lens is typically used.
Either the Manta G-235, FLI ML8050, or Lumenera SKYnyx 2-1 or 2-0 are used as detec-
tors. Each of these are capable of imaging at 4 FPS or faster and have pixels of 6 µm or
smaller. In all cases, OSCOM uses a Borg 77EDII refractor as the tracking telescope at
f /4.3. When paired with a Lumenera SKYnyx 2-1, the eld of view is 1.12° × 0.84°.
High resolution imaging through the atmosphere poses additional challenges,
mostly caused by the atmosphere itself. In order to achieve sharp images, short ex-
posure times must be used to prevent atmospheric blurring. Alternatively, expensive
adaptive optics systems must be used to counteract atmospheric eects in real time.
Generally, a signicant amount of post processing is required for high resolution imag-
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ing. This includes image selection, registration, stacking, deconvolution, etc. It is also
important to remember that excellent collimation of the optical system is mandatory for
the system to perform at its best. The particular optical tube being used for observations
should also be of high quality, capable of providing a high Strehl ratio. Local thermal
conditions and atmospheric conditions above the observatory site will also impact the
eectiveness of a passive electro-optical system to make high resolution observations.
4.4 Optical lters
By placing color lters between the telescope and detector, the observer has much more
control over what is being measured. Without a lter, the detector’s QE curve eec-
tively weights light of some wavelengths more greatly than others. This creates bias in
photometric measurements. If an object changes color while maintaining its radiance,
the detector would register a change in intensity. This can occur either by atmospheric
reddening or a real color change. Without a well dened bandpass, it is dicult to know
exactly what is happening. Filters restrict light to a small passband so that instrumenta-
tion and atmospheric eects can be easily removed from the data, leaving only the RSO
color. Filters also reduce atmospheric dispersion eects, an important consideration
for high resolution imaging. Most importantly, if an object is observed in two dierent
lters, its color index can be measured, which aids in characterization.
There are many standard photometric lter sets, but OSCOM makes use of two:
Johnson-Cousins/Bessel UBVRI [Bessell, 1990] and Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS)
u’g’r’i’z’ [Fukugita et al., 1996]. The use of standardized lters allows data compari-
son with the larger community. Not only can standard tables of space material color
indices be used for RSO identication, but more accurate comparison-star magnitudes
be obtained from standard catalogs. The lter transmission curves for OSCOM’s two
photometric lter sets are shown in Figure 4.11.
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Figure 4.11: Johnson-Cousins/Bessel and Sloan Digital Sky Survey lter transmission
curves. The atmosphere, detector QE, and optical system transmission eciency all af-
fect the actual wavelength response of the system. Data from Astrodon Photometrics
(http://www.astrodon.com/).
Occasionally, OSCOM uses special purpose lters. Because longer wavelength light
is less aected by atmospheric eects, more stable, less distorted images result. In poor
atmospheric conditions, it can be advantageous to use red or NIR bandpass lters to
isolate only longer wavelength light. The downside is that the size of the diraction disk
increases for these longer wavelengths and therefore ne feature detail suers.
Despite the advantages of isolated passbands, the image brightness suers because
less light is let through to the detector. For very faint objects, a wide band lter can
be used. These are traditionally called clear or luminance lters by astronomers. Clear
lters are clear glass that do little to block any light sensitive to the detector. Their
primary role is to provide parfocal performance with other lters and help keep the
detector clean. Luminance lters are traditionally UV/IR blocking. Silicon based detec-
tors are sensitive past red light for nearly another 300 nm. Without blocking NIR, the
prole of an unresolved RSO would have a wider full width half max from atmospheric
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diraction and dispersion. For imaging faint RSOs, the additional photons are usually
preferred over the sharper image.
4.5 Telescope Mounts
Motorized mounts are required for moving the electro-optical system. This process is
usually broken down into two parts: pointing and tracking. Pointing is the process of
rotating the mount so that the optics are looking in a specic direction. Because elds
of view can be very small, pointing must be accurate to within a few arcminutes across
the entire sky. Tracking is the process of rotating the mount so that the optics follow a
target at the correct rates and along the correct path. Traditional telescope mounts track
at sidereal rate (≈ 15 arcsec/s) to compensate for Earth’s rotation. They might also have
the ability to track at lunar rates or rates of planets or asteroids that are close but not
equal to the sidereal rate. To track LEO satellites, however, the mount must be capable
of smoothly tracking between 0 and several degrees per second in both axes. Figure 4.12
demonstrates the approximate angular rate of a satellite with a particular orbit height
and elevation above the horizon.
Most telescope mounts are made to very smoothly move at sidereal rate. Although
they might have faster slew rates to quickly repoint the telescope, mount designers
often do not plan for smooth tracking at 1 deg/s. Mount drives often have periodic er-
rors in their gears, usually the worm gear because it is dicult to precisely make. If
there is a “bump” in the worm, it will repeat every time the worm cycles past that point.
A bump in the worm will cause the telescope to move slightly away from its nomi-
nal pointing position. These errors can add up every cycle of the worm. This can be
reduced by training the mount and applying periodic error correction (PEC). PEC mon-
itors the position of the worm and automatically adjusts the track rates to compensate
for the worm error. This can help smooth out target motion on the focal plane array and
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Figure 4.12: The orbit of 100 bright satellites and 100 CubeSats were propagated and access
analyzed for Daytona Beach, Florida using STK software by AGI (www.agi.com/products/stk).
Angular rates over the site were output with orbit altitude and elevation, which were then
smoothed to produce this chart. It demonstrates the minimum range of mount rates required to
track satellites in LEO.
reduce peak-to-peak errors by an order of magnitude.
Before a telescope can track a satellite, it must be pointing in the correct location.
Tracking mounts either require alignment with north and a level base, or they must
be calibrated to the sky once they are set up. For precision pointing of better than an
arcminute across the sky, the entire mount and electro-optical system must be modeled.
This is typically done using Tpoint Software1. Tpoint analyzes telescope pointing by
looking at where a telescope actually points in the sky compared to where the telescope
control system thinks it is pointing. A complete model consists of 200 to 300 star elds
across the entire sky. Tpoint models polar misalignment, mechanical and optical non-
orthogonality, lack of roundness in drive gears, and exure caused by gravity. It ts
all of these errors and suggests an optimal set of pointing corrections so that pointing
errors are minimized across the sky.
More expensive COTS equipment includes absolute on-axis encoders. These en-
1www.tpointsw.uk
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coders monitor the true position of both axes thousands of times per second to ensure
accurate pointing and tracking because the encoders are past the worm gear. Such an
option usually costs an additional several thousand dollars per mount axis.
4.5.1 COTS mount designs
COTS telescope mounts typically come in two dierent types: German equatorial (GEM)
and altitude/azimuth (alt/az)2. German equatorial mounts are the more common among
quality amateur class mounts. This is because GEMs are designed so that motion in
only 1 axis is required to track stars. This reduces the chance for tracking errors and
eases requirements on the mount manufacturer. This is accomplished by equatorial
alignment—one of the mount axes is aligned with the north celestial pole and the mount
rotation axes are aligned with the right ascension/declination coordinate system (see
Figure 4.13a). Although such a design is convenient for tracking stars, it is not so good
for tracking satellites. The mount axes are oriented inconveniently and GEMs are not
capable of tracking through the meridian—the north/south line that divides the sky in
half. This means if a satellite passes through the meridian, a GEM mount must stop, ip
to the other side of the mount, and attempt to continue tracking. Unfortunately, this can
take a considerable amount of time (≈ 60 s).
Altitude/azimuth mounts traditionally have two fork arms that support the tele-
scope tube on both sides. This usually increases the payload capacity and stiness of
these mounts. As their name suggests, alt/az mounts have one axis rotating in azimuth
and one axis rotating in altitude (see Figure 4.13b). This is fairly convenient for satel-
lite tracking, which will require motion in two mount axes anyways, but it does suer
from a node at zenith. As an RSO passes near zenith, the alt/az mount must be capable
of rapidly tracking in azimuth in order to continue tracking the RSO through the other
side. Alternatively, some alt/az mounts can be congured so the entire telescope simply
2Also known as azimuth/elevation (Az/El).
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(a) CDK20 on a Paramount ME German
equatorial mount.
(b) Meade LX200 on an altitude/azimuth fork
mount.
Figure 4.13: German equatorial and fork mounts are the two most common mount designs
amongst amateur astronomers.
tracks through zenith with the elevation angle axis motors and continues tracking to
the other side with the telescope tube upside down. This fork design can also be used
in an equatorial mode if the entire mount is angled so that the line perpendicular to the
azimuth axis is pointed at the north celestial pole. Unfortunately, there are not many
motorized alt/az mounts available in the amateur astronomy market that are capable of
smoothly tracking satellites.
OSCOM primarily uses Paramount ME and MX German equatorial mounts made by
Software Bisque. This same mount is also used by the United States Air Force Academy’s
Falcon Telescope Network, the Defence Research and Development Canada Space
Surveillance Observatory, and J.T. McGraw and Associates, LLC [Scott & Wallace, 2008;
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Dearborn et al., 2011; McGraw, Zimmer, & Ackermann, 2014]. The reason for this is
likely its solid performance over a range of track rates for only $15,000 or less. Addi-
tionally, it is a U.S. based company, which might matter for some defense applications.
Paramounts can track at up to 10 deg/s using an optional higher wattage power sup-
ply and track up to 2 hours right ascension past the meridian. The control software,
TheSkyX, is tightly integrated with Tpoint, making it especially easy to produce point-
ing models for Paramounts. Typically all sky pointing accuracy of 30 arcsec RMS can
be achieved. Software Bisque has recently introduced the Taurus mount, a fork style
mount that does not suer from mount ips. This convenience, as well as the added per-
formance of absolute on-axis encoders costs about 4 times as much as the Paramounts.
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Chapter 5
Data Reduction and Analysis
Although good raw data is a necessity for the best characterization performance, robust
data reduction and analysis tools can extract and make sense of low signal to noise in-
formation. As described in section 3.1, there are several steps after an RSO is observed
and the images saved on a computer. First, those images must be reduced or calibrated
to remove optical system and sensor defects. Then, image “measurements” are made
for photometry or spectroscopy and those measurements are further corrected for at-
mospheric and lighting eects. Finally, the corrected measurements are ltered and
analyzed to produce information about the physical characteristics of the RSO. Spa-
tially resolved images go through a slightly dierent process, as described below in
section 5.5.
5.1 Image Reduction
OSCOM data goes through a fairly standard image reduction routine used by astronomers
and satellite observers. Images are reduced using the PixInsight software1 or OSCOM’s
own Optical Satellite Analysis Toolset (osat) that makes use of the Python Astropy and
aliated packages [Astropy Collaboration et al., 2013]. Because of the large number
1https://pixinsight.com/
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Figure 5.1: A crop from a master dark frame created by averaging fty 150ms darks from the
Manta G-235 CMOS detector.
of images usually recorded during a single satellite pass (1000–6000 as limited by the
exposure time), both of these reduction tools support multi-threading to reduce the time
required to correct the images.
To remove xed pattern noise from the sensor, dark or bias frames are used. These
are images taken by the sensor while the sensor is in darkness. This means everything
seen in the images are from the sensor only. By recording many dark or bias frames,
they can be averaged together to produce a master dark or bias that is largely free from
read noise or cosmic ray events. These events can be explicitly rejected from the av-
eraging process by using a sigma clipping mask to include only those pixels within a
few standard deviations of the median value. A crop of a master dark image is shown
in Figure 5.1. Some horizontal structure as well as hot pixels can be seen. All of these
same defects are in every science image, so now that they are known, the master dark
frame can be subtracted from every RSO image just as one would subtract one matrix
from another.
OSCOM typically uses exposure times no longer than 300 to 500ms. Therefore, even
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though several of OSCOM’s cameras are not cooled, the dark current is negligible. This
was conrmed for the Manta G-235, which is noticeably warm while imaging at high
frame rates, by comparing darks at dierent exposure times and gain levels under dif-
ferent temperature conditions. Although by externally heating the camera with a lamp
there was an increase in the background level when recording with 20 dB gain and
200ms exposure times, this was not seen without external heating. Nonetheless, be-
cause the science frame exposure times are so short, it is easy to rapidly acquire dozens
of these images. To err on the side of caution, dark/bias frames are usually taken at the
same exposure time as the science image. The term “dark” and “bias” are used inter-
changeably to refer to these images.
Flat elds are used to correct for vignetting and pixel-to-pixel sensitivity variation.
Flats are taken by imaging an evenly illuminated surface, or ideally the sky itself. These
calibration frames are typically taken at dusk or dawn, before or after observations. An
example at eld is shown in Figure 5.2. Each individual at must be dark subtracted
before they are all averaged together to make a master at eld. To prevent any back-
ground stars from making their way into the master at, a strong kappa-sigma rejection
mask may need to be used, similar to during the creation of the master dark. The master
at should reveal vignetting caused by the optical system. Vignetting is the reduction
of image brightness from the center of the image out to the edges of the detector. Sev-
eral factors aect vignetting, including the physical diameter of optical elements and
baing in the optical tube, but the net eect is that objects in the center of the FOV
appear brighter than objects near the edge of the eld. The master at also measures the
pixel-to-pixel sensitivity of the detector. If imaging an evenly illuminated source, one
would expect two neighboring pixels to measure the same number of counts within the
Poisson noise, but in many cases one pixel will be more sensitive than the other.
The master at eld is applied to the dark-corrected science images by division. The
pixel array is normalized by the at so that dierences in optical system illumination
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Figure 5.2: Master at made by averaging 126 dark-subtracted at elds. The C-mount on the
Manta G-235 detector restricts light around the edges of the steeply converging light cone on the
f /2.2 RASA. A large donut-shaped shadow seen in the bottom left corner is caused by a single
out-of-focus speck of dust.
and pixel sensitivity are removed.
5.2 Photometry
Photometry, or really radiometry, is the measurement of how bright an object is. As
discussed in section 1.2, by measuring the brightness variation in an RSO over time,
the shape or attitude of an RSO can be estimated. The calibrated brightness can sug-
gest how large the object is, and when the brightness is known in several color bands,
the RSO materials can be estimated. Astronomers have long used photometry for de-
termining physical characteristics of stars, asteroids, active galactic nuclei, and more
recently, exoplanets. Satellite observers have borrowed many of the techniques already
developed by astronomers.
Traditionally, astronomers use a technique called aperture photometry to measure
the ux from an object in their image. The position of the science object on the image
is determined and a circle is drawn around it with radius rap. This circle is known as an
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Figure 5.3: The yellow circle represents the aperture drawn around the science object. The sky
annulus is identied by the two gray circles.
aperture. The aperture should be large enough so that it contains most of the light from
the science object, but is not so large that background sky noise begins to inuence the
measured ux. Typically, rap might be chosen as 1.5 to 2 times the FWHM of the science
object (assuming that object is a point source). An annulus is then drawn around the
aperture. A picture of the aperture and sky annulus is shown in Figure 5.3. This ring,
with inner and outer diameters of rsky,in and rsky,out, respectively, is used to measure the
background sky level so that it can be subtracted from the measurement of the science
object aperture ux to determine only the contribution from the science object. In other
words,
f = Nap − B ×Aap (5.1)
where f is the science object ux, Nap is the number of counts in the aperture, B is the
background sky level, and Aap is the area of the aperture. It is then necessary to go from
these linear units of ux to magnitude using Equation 2.2 or
m = −2.5 log10 f . (5.2)
The resulting magnitude is called the instrumental magnitude because the values are
valid only for that individual frame. The system must be calibrated by observing stan-
dard stars to put all of the magnitudes onto the stellar magnitude scale.
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5.2.1 Source detection
Before photometry can be performed, it is necessary to center the aperture on the
source. This occurs as two steps, source detection, and then ne centering. OSCOM’s
reduction and analysis toolset osat can support several dierent detection methods.
Up to now, the most commonly used method has been to preprocess the images using
track_on_point.py, an osat tool for centering and cropping a set of images on a source.
track_on_point loads a time series of images and lets the user select the source on the
rst frame. It then makes use of cv2.SimpleBlobDetector() to detect the source in a
ROI on the next frame, updates the ROI position, and continues. For each frame, it saves
a new cropped image centered on the source and writes the pixel position of the source
to a text le. The new folder of cropped images saves on average 2 orders of magnitude
of hard drive space. This allows the full frames to be archived on an external storage
device while analysis can continue on a standard laptop computer.
The photometry.py module of osat optionally uses the daofind() algorithm, image
segmentation with detect_sources(), or local peak detection with find_peaks() of
Astropy photutils2, or coordinates provided by a le. DAOFIND is an algorithm well
known by astronomers that searches the image for local density maxima with a peak
amplitude exceeding a specied threshold and with a size and shape similar to a dened
2D Gaussian kernel [Stetson, 1987]. DAOFIND provides subpixel centroiding, which is
important for large pixel scale.
Image segmentation is similar to a blob detector. Every group of a minimum of
n neighboring pixels that all exceed a specied threshold is labeled as a source. This
can be preltered with a specied kernel to enhance image features that resemble the
expected RSO shape. Typically for a point source, this will be a 2D Gaussian kernel,
although the true PSF of the optical system at the observation time could be used, or if
there is consistent motion blur resulting in an eliptical shape, that could also be used.
2photutils.readthedocs.org
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Figure 5.4: The red colored pixels exceed the threshold criteria and are labeled as the source. A
yellow elliptical aperture is then dened around the source based on the segment properties.
The segment properties can then be used to dene an elliptical aperture around the
source, as shown in Figure 5.4.
Local peak detection is a simple algorithm that nds peaks in an image that exceed
a threshold and only occur within a minimum distance from one another. To achieve
subpixel precision, an ROI is centered on the peak and t with a 2D Gaussian. When
images are preprocessed and cropped, this is the easiest technique to use because the
cropped image usually only contains background and one round point source. It will
only fail for an image if a bright star passes very near the RSO.
OSCOM’s osat tool allows a great deal of exibility in choosing and even combining
these detection algorithms. For example, if pixel precision coordinates are provided by
a le, the user may optionally select to also perform a subpixel centroiding. OSCOM
also allows a small ROI mask to be preapplied to the center of each image before the
detection algorithms are run. This reduces the likelihood of detecting a background star
rather than the RSO.
5.2.2 OSCOM photometry
Just as osat provides several options for source detection, it also provides a couple of
options for performing photometry on the source. Unlike in traditional aperture pho-
tometry, which uses the median or mode of pixel counts in the sky annulus as the back-
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(a) Full frame with background gradient (b) Extracted background map
Figure 5.5: This full frame taken from an observation of the POPACS-2 nanosatellite is not only
lled with trailing stars, but suers from a strong background gradient in the lower right corner.
This can be robustly extracted from the image and subtracted before source before aperture
counts are summed.
ground value, OSCOM makes use of photutils robust background extraction tools. Two
separate methods are implemented. Assuming a cropped image is being processed, there
will likely be little background variation across the image. The background level is esti-
mated using the sigma-clipped median value. The background RMS is estimated by the
sigma-clipped standard deviation. Before photometry is performed, the background is
subtracted from the image.
If a full uncropped image is used, there may be background variation across the
image from light pollution or the moon. This is especially likely given the large eld of
view optics used for OSCOM photometry. In this case, a background map is t to the
image. The image is divided into subregions and a sigma-clipped median is calculated
for each. This low-resolution background is then median ltered to reduce local over
or underestimations. This low resolution background map is then resized to the full
resolution image using a bicubic spline interpolation. An example of this is shown in
Figure 5.5. This background map is then subtracted from the image before pixel counts
in the aperture are summed.
The summing of source counts is ultimately performed in two dierent ways, with
an aperture or with image segmentation. The aperture photometry method draws an
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aperture around the source, and sums up the pixel counts inside the aperture. The aper-
ture is drawn using the detection methods explained above, including using image
segmentation to dene an aperture. Image segmentation may also be used directly to
measure the ux from a source. This is especially useful for just barely resolved objects
or objects with signicant blurring on the focal plane array. Just as for osat’s reduction
modules, both the aperture and image segmentation photometry functions are mul-
tithreaded using the multiprocess Python package in order to reduce the processing
time on several thousand images [McKerns, Strand, Sullivan, Fang, & Aivazis, 2012].
The whole photometry process begins when the user denes some simple informa-
tion about the satellite and parameters for the photometry. For example:
satname = 'SPINSAT [2016-03-01]'
sat = SatelliteObservation(name=satname)
sat.set_obs(creekside_lat, creekside_lon)
sat.read_tle_from_file(tle_path+'/sat.tle')
params = photometry.PhotParams(detection_threshold=1.5, gain=0.138,
fwhm=2.4, fine_centering=True,
background_map=False, radii=[3, 4, 5, 6])
↪→
↪→
params.detection_method = photometry.DetectionMethod.find_peaks
The instrumental photometry is then performed with
df, sat, params, tle_path, satname = \
instrumental(sat, params, tle_path, satname).
5.3 Photometry Corrections
The output of the photometry process is a le of source instrumental magnitudes, the
associated magnitude error, and the time of the observation. By plotting these magni-
tudes against time, we have a lightcurve describing the RSO brightness as measured by
the electro-optical system. The instrumental magnitudes, however, do not account for
atmospheric extinction, satellite range, or changing illumination geometry throughout
the pass. These eects must be corrected in order to understand how the RSO bright-
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ness is truly changing.
Each correction is completely independent and therefore the order in which they
are performed does not matter. To correct for the satellite slant range, the orbit of the
satellite must be known. Currently OSCOM uses the nominal orbital elements, e.g. the
TLE, to provide the range data. As described by Africano et al. [2005], the apparent
brightness of the RSO can be normalized to a standard distance R0 (1000 km for objects
in LEO), by the relation:
M =m − 5 log10
(
R
R0
)
− 5 log10
(
Rsun
Rsun(1 au)
)
(5.3)
where M is the range corrected magnitude,m is the instrumental magnitude, R is the
slant range, Rsun is the satellite distance to the sun, and Rsun(1 au) is the average Earth
distance to the sun, i.e. 1 au. The latter term is negligible for LEO satellites.
Satellite observations occur over a wide range of airmasses. The atmospheric ex-
tinction over these ranges can vary by nearly 2mag. In order to correct for this, an
extinction coecient dened by the optical and site atmosphere characteristics must be
determined. This value varies night to night, and so calibration observations of standard
stars at multiple airmasses must be taken around the time of satellite observations each
dawn or dusk observation. Strictly speaking, exinction is a color dependent correction,
but OSCOM currently ignores this term. The actual correction is given by:
M =m − kX − c (CI) (5.4)
wherem is the instrumental (or range corrected) magnitude, k is the atmospheric ex-
tinction coecient, X is the airmass, c is the color-correction term, and CI is a color
index, e.g. B − V for observations in B or V lters. A typical value for k is between 0.2
and 0.3. In order to minimize required observation time and reduce time spent on im-
age reduction, OSCOM does not generally solve for k with standard star observations.
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Instead, OSCOM uses the pyExtinction package, which predicts atmospheric extinction
above a site based on Rayleigh attenuation, ozone absorption, and aerosol extinction
as described in Buton et al. [2012]. The atmospheric parameters entered into the model
can be retrieved by the analyst from NASA’s Earth Data Giovanni portal3. A normal-
ized multiplication of the solar spectrum and detector QE is used as the wavelength
weighting factor on the model output. These models are not perfect, but high precision
photometry is not currently necessary for satellite observations. Satellites typically ex-
hibit large uctuations in magnitude exceeding 10%, and satellite attitude and shape
determination algorithms are not yet good enough to require better photometry. OS-
COM does not currently provide a technique for precisely zeropointing magnitudes to
the stellar magnitude scale.
The impact of both range and airmass correction on an instrumental magnitude
light curve is shown in Figure 5.6. The sky position and slant range to the satellite dur-
ing the pass is shown in Figure 5.7. As the satellite set in the southwestern sky, not only
were background sky counts increasing, but the slant range was increasing as well. This
decrease in signal to noise ratio is evident in the increased spread in the light curve. The
instrumental magnitude is also low and decreasing at the end of the pass, as expected
due to extinction and the inverse square intensity reduction. The range correction curve
has brightened the RSO by about 2 magnitudes at the end of the pass.
It is also possible to normalize illumination conditions. This is traditionally done
by assuming the satellite is a diuse sphere with a brightness as predicted by Equa-
tion 2.3 and Equation 2.6 [Roh et al., 2015]. The problem with this approach is that true
shape and BDRF information is being destroyed. In fact, this correction is like changing
the shape of the satellite. Instead, OSCOM light curves can be plotted against phase
angle to possibly reveal information on the satellite shape. Although as discussed in
subsection 2.2.1, a single angle is insucient to fully characterize the satellite shape or
3http://giovanni.gsfc.nasa.gov/
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Figure 5.6: The microsatellite OPAL was observed by a eld deployed OSCOM system on July
31, 2015. The raw instrumental light curve (blue) shows a 2+ decrease in brightness by the end
of the pass due to atmospheric extinction and increased slant range. Correcting for both of these
eects (purple) shows OPAL was only slightly dimmer at the end of the pass than the beginning.
Phase angle corrections were not performed.
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Figure 5.7: (a) OPAL’s position in the sky during the July 31, 2015 pass. (b) The slant range
between the observation site in Needham, MA and the satellite.
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attitude.
To apply all of these corrections, the analyst simply evokes the following command
in osat:
df, select_radii = corrections(df, sat, params, tle_path, satname)
5.4 Photometry Analysis
The corrected light curve of an RSO may include particularly noisy data when the satel-
lite is low to the horizon or if a star passed next to the satellite for one frame and was
accidentally included as part of the source counts. It is also possible that the RSO be-
comes so dim that the detection algorithms are unable to centroid on the source. In
any of these cases, the data points should be removed from the set so that they do not
articially inuence any further analysis. The analysis, periodogram, and photscript
modules of osat all contribute functions to this data reduction, ltering, and analysis
process.
5.4.1 Filtering data
The simplest data cleaning method is to reject data points with magnitude thresholds.
If a satellite appears to be no brighter than 10.8mag during a pass, an analyst might
choose to consider anything brighter than this an outlier. In Python, this is easily ac-
complished with the command
outliers |= df[mag] < 10.8
where outliers is a data series of outlier data points and df is the DataFrame of pho-
tometry data. The beginning or end of dataset may be clipped in a similar way, replac-
ing df[mag] with df.index.
In many cases more dynamic rejection techniques are required. One such case
shown in Figure 5.8. The bright specular reection occurring just after 10:16:00 UTC
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prevents the use of a blanket threshold for rejecting outlier points. To get around this, a
sliding median absolute deviation (MAD) algorithm is used. MAD is the median of the
absolute dierence between each value in an array and the median of the array. For ex-
ample, for the array x = [4, 5, 11, 8, 9], the median value is 8 and the absolute deviations
from the median are [4, 3, 3, 0, 1]. The median absolute deviation is therefore 3. The rea-
son for using such a measure is its robustness against outliers. To help handle the rapid
and extreme changes that an RSO might exhibit in its brightness, a rolling median is
used with a window size that must be selected by the analyst based on characteristics of
the light curve. Outlier points can then be rejected if they exceed a threshold number of
absolute deviations from the local median above the rolling MAD.
We calculate the absolute deviations from the median magnitude with
resid = abs(df[mag] - pd.rolling_median(df[mag], window_size))
and the rolling MAD with
rolling_mad = pd.rolling_median(abs(df[mag] - pd.rolling_median(df[mag],
window_size)), window_size)↪→
Rejected points are those that satisfy the criteria
rejects = resid > kappa*rolling_mad
A plot of the residuals and rolling MAD are shown in Figure 5.9. Residual values that
exceed the rolling MAD criteria are removed from the dataset.
The residuals and rolling MAD of the rolling MAD rejection algorithm is not very
smooth and can sometimes reject good points. OSCOM has also used an exponentially
weighted moving average to reject bad data. This lter is smooth but lags behind the
curve and therefore wrongly rejects sharp peaks. FFT-based lters have also been ap-
plied. The analyst can choose to combine several of these techniques, removing dier-
ent outliers each time. After identifying outlying points, they are removed from the
dataset with the command df = df[~outliers]. Future development will hopefully
include more intelligent algorithms that can be applied without human intervention.
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Figure 5.8: Reduced light curve of the DANDE microsatellite observed by OSCOM on January
18, 2016. Points marked with × were rejected by a sliding median absolute deviation algorithm
used to reject bad data points.
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Figure 5.9: Photometry data (blue) exceeding the 7 MAD criteria (red) are rejected from the
dataset.
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5.4.2 Period analysis
One of the most basic and useful indicators of a satellite’s status is whether or not it is
3-axis stabilized or spinning, and if so, then at what rate is it spinning? The ash period,
i.e. the period between observed ashes, of a satellite can be used to determine the rate
at which the satellite is spinning, at least for RSOs of simple shape. Even if this rate
does not represent the true spin rate of an RSO, it can be used for detecting a change in
spin or orientation over time.
Traditionally the fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm is used to convert time
domain signals to the frequency domain. The FFT, however, usually requires a power-of-
two number of inputs and more importantly, requires evenly spaced samples. Although
this is approximately true, the frame rate of the cameras partially depends on the mem-
ory and drive speed of the image capture computer. That rate may not be consistent
during an observation, especially when a memory buer lls and must write to the
drive. Therefore, a least squares spectral analysis (LSSA) technique is used. OSCOM’s
osat package includes several Python implementations of the Lomb-Scargle algorithm,
as provided by astroML and gatspy [Vanderplas, Connolly, Ivezić, & Gray, 2012]. Given
a frequency grid, Lomb-Scargle computes the power at each frequency from a decom-
position of the input time series into a linear combination of sinusoids [Lomb, 1976;
Scargle, 1982].
An example of a fairly noisy light curve is shown in Figure 5.10. The satellite, DICE-
2, is a 1.5U tumbling CubeSat that was observed at 8 frames per second using the 11 inch
RASA telescope. It has several deployable antennae that create the 2 magnitude ashes.
By performing a Lomb Scargle periodogram, shown in Figure 5.11, the dominant ash
period is determined to be 2.41 s followed by 1.05 s and 3.22 s. The dierence in these
periods could be matched to the physical geometry of DICE-2 with its antennae de-
ployed to attempt to establish the spin rate of the satellite.
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Figure 5.10: The 1.5U DICE-2 CubeSat was observed with the 11 inch RASA on July 27, 2015
using just 125ms exposure times and 0 dB gain on the Manta G-235 detector. The resulting light
curve is noisy, but shows signs of periodicity as highlighted by the gray line trace of a 3-sample
moving average.
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Figure 5.11: A Lomb-Scargle periodogram was computed for the DICE-2 photometry shown in
Figure 5.10. The algorithm determined a statistically signicant peak at 2.41 s and possibly 1.05 s
and 3.22 s. Signicance levels are computed using bootstrap resampling.
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5.5 Processing Resolved Images
The purpose of processing resolved images is to be able to directly see physical features
of an RSO. To do this, an image must display ne detail with good contrast. Quality,
thermally equilibrated optics, stable skies, and sampling of the diraction limit are re-
quired for the most detailed images. Post processing techniques can be used to enhance
the images further. Without an adaptive optics system, rapid imaging techniques are
best suited to beat atmospheric eects. These images must be sorted to determine which
are not distorted by the atmosphere. If the single frame signal-to-noise ratio is low,
adjacent frames may be registered and co-added to increase the SNR.
Frame selection techniques fall into two categories. One is based on the image
brightness, with the theory that images with higher peak histogram values or total pixel
values occur at moments of stable seeing. Although this works for stellar or planetary
imaging, satellites are usually too dynamic for this to be eective. The second major
technique is based on maximum gradient or sharpest edge. Here the theory is that sharp
transitions or high contrast images will also contain the most detail. These algorithms
can be easily coded in Python or another language, or used directly in programs such as
Planetary Image PreProcessor4.
Adjacent frames can then be aligned, e.g. using an FFT technique, and co-added, or
single frames of the highest quality can be selected from the set for further processing.
The rst processing step is typically deconvolution. Image deconvolution is a popular
technique for deblurring, removing atmospheric degradation, correcting some optical
aberration, and generally sharpening the image. Although blind deconvolution methods
exist, it is easy to sample the actual PSF of the system by observing a star. By using
short exposure times and sorting the resulting images by quality, a stable image of the
point source star can be used as the deconvolution kernel applied to the RSO. A sample
4sites.google.com/site/astropipp
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.12: The International Space Station imaged on April 2, 2015 by the CDK20 and ML8050
in I band. The single 50ms exposure (a) is signicantly sharpened by applying a Van Cittert
deconvolution (b).
of the Van Cittert deconvolution algorithm applied to a single frame of the ISS is shown
in Figure 5.12.
Additional algorithms, such as wavelet transforms or unsharp mask, can also be
used. These techniques enhance features at certain spatial scales. By properly selecting
these scales, contrast of features on the RSO can be increased.
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Chapter 6
Observations
The OSCOM system has been used to conduct spatial or photometric observations of
more than 60 unique satellites of all sizes between spring 2015 and 2016. An additional
43 repeat observations were also made for several of the satellites. This chapter presents
a subset of time-resolved photometry, the primary data product of OSCOM at this time.
Every data set is corrected for atmospheric extinction and is shown at a normalized
slant range. The magnitudes of each set are shifted by a constant value so that they
roughly correspond with the apparent stellar magnitude of the observed satellite. Er-
ror bars represent the single-image error in the photometry aperture sum. This error
includes the variation in the extracted image background and Poisson noise from the
summed pixels (see http://photutils.readthedocs.org/en/latest/photutils/aperture.html
for details). Some light curves are shown with moving average lines to support the
visualization of trends. Data is categorized by the satellite wet mass category.
Satellite mission and design information is from directory.eoportal.org unless other-
wise stated.
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6.1 Large Satellites
Large satellites have a wet mass of more than 500 kg.
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DMSP-5D2
The Defense Meteorological Satellite
Program (DMSP) provides meteoro-
logical data for the United States De-
partment of Defense. Two satellites
from block 5D2 have been observed.
Satellite F7 is currently stable but in-
active, while satellite F12 is tumbling
in orbit. This dierence is clearly vis-
ible in their light curves. From space.skyrocket.de
Name Launch EOL Orbit [km] Size [m] Mag
DMSP-5D2 F7 Aug 1994 Oct 2008 835 6.4 × 9.3 7
DMSP-5D2 F12 Nov 1983 Oct 1987 800 5
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Figure 6.1:
DMSP-5D2 F7
June 20, 2015
Needham, MA
RASA/G-235
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Figure 6.2:
DMSP-5D2 F12
April 1, 2015
Daytona Beach, FL
Borg/SKYnyx 2-1
31ms
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Figure 6.3: DMSP-5D2 F12. A complex double peaked structure is visible
when rescaling the time axis.
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Figure 6.4: DMSP-5D2 F12. The Lomb-Scargle (LS) periodogram identies
a peak ash period of 6.02 s, matching the large amplitude variations ap-
parent in Figure 6.2. The ne structure 1.5 s variation shown above is also
identied.
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ASTRO-H (Hitomi)
Hitomi is an X-ray astronomy
satellite commissioned by the Japan
Aerospace Exploration Agency
(JAXA). Solar panels were deployed,
but during engineering checkout
contact was lost. JSpOC reports
10 debris pieces related to what
appears to be a breakup of the
satellite. The main body and several
fragments have been observed tum-
bling. High frame rate photometry
resolves sub-second glints that
might reveal nutation over time.
From www.pddnet.com
Name Launch EOL Orbit [km] Length [m] Mag
Hitomi main Feb 2016 Mar 2016 570 14 5
Hitomi debris L ? 6
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Figure 6.5:
Hitomi main
SATID 41337
April 3, 2016
Daytona Beach, FL
RASA/G-235
20ms
25 fps
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Figure 6.6:
Hitomi main
April 4, 2016
Daytona Beach, FL
RASA/G-235
10ms
100 fps
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Figure 6.7:
Hitomi debris L
SATID 41442
March 31, 2016
Daytona Beach, FL
RASA/G-235
30ms
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Figure 6.8: A crop of the above light curve reveals a ash pattern with
a complete period of about 11 s. The pattern includes a very sudden and
bright glint which saturates the detector.
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Figure 6.9: The peak period is 2.7 s. A 1.4 s period is also identied. The
ash period may have changed slightly over the pass, which is why the pe-
riod seen above does not match exactly with the result of the periodogram.
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Figure 6.10:
Hitomi debris L
SATID 41442
March 31, 2016
Daytona Beach, FL
RASA/G-235
20ms
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Figure 6.11: Dierent lighting conditions during the next pass of Hitomi
debris L about 90 minutes later create a dramatically changed light curve
than Figure 6.8.
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Figure 6.12: Although the light curve appears dierent, it has similar
periodicity, including a strong 1.8 s and 11.7 s period identied by the LS
periodogram.
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6.2 Small Satellites
Small satellites have a wet mass between 100 and 500 kg and are launched either as a
secondary payload or on a small launch vehicle.
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KMS 3-2 (North Korean)
KMS 3-2 is the rst satellite success-
fully launched and orbited by North
Korea. Although it is purportedly an
Earth observation satellite, its size
and shape is not known. The satel-
lite appears to be slowly tumbling
in orbit with a major ash period of
12.4 s.
KMS 3-2 (centered) through the RASA/G-235.
Name Launch EOL Orbit [km] Size [m] Mag
KMS 3-2 Dec 2012 Dec 2012 493 × 585 ? 7
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Figure 6.13:
KMS 3-2
February 2, 2016
Daytona Beach, FL
RASA/G-235
15ms
0.61 e−/ADU
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6.3 Microsatellites
Microsatellites have a wet mass between 10 and 100 kg.
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OPAL
The Orbiting Picosat Automatic
Launcher (OPAL) was the second
Satellite QUick Research Testbed
(SQUIRT) satellite developed by the
Space Systems Development Labo-
ratory (SSDL) at Stanford University.
This program would eventually cre-
ate the CubeSat concept used today.
OPAL successfully deployed six pi-
cosatellites and remained fully op-
erational for 29 months. Although
OPAL does not have an attitude con-
trol system, the light curve does not
show rapid tumbling.
From directory.eoportal.org
Name Launch EOL Orbit [km] Length [m] Mag
OPAL Jan 2000 Jun 2002 750 0.42 8
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Figure 6.14:
OPAL
August 1, 2015
Needham, MA
RASA/G-235
80ms
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DANDE
The Drag and Atmospheric Neu-
tral Density Explorer (DANDE) is a
sphere covered with small at solar
cells. DANDE’s primary mission is
to provide a better understanding
of the satellite drag environment in
the lower-thermosphere. DANDE
is spin stabilized around the orbit
normal vector, perpendicular to the
equator of the sphere, at a nominal
rate of 10 rpm. Two observations
produced very dierent light curves
that are lled with features likely
created by the at solar cells.
From directory.eoportal.org
Name Launch EOL Orbit [km] Diameter [m] Mag
DANDE Sep 2013 320 × 1375 0.46 9
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Figure 6.15:
DANDE
August 2, 2015
Needham, MA
RASA/G-235
125ms
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Figure 6.16:
DANDE
January 18, 2016
Daytona Beach, FL
RASA/G-235
150ms
0.18 e−/ADU
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SpinSat
The Special Purpose Inexpensive
Satellite (SpinSat) is a gold and black
anodized sphere. SpinSat’s mission
goals include performance charac-
terization of experimental thrusters
and calibrated atmospheric drag
measurement. SpinSat is covered
with small retroreectors so it can
be tracked by laser ranging stations.
Despite the large color contrast,
specular reection o the anodized
aluminum dominates the photome-
try. Occasional glints can be seen
from retroreectors or antennae.
From www.nasa.gov
Name Launch EOL Orbit [km] Diameter [m] Mag
SpinSat Sep 2014 — 345 0.56 9
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Figure 6.17:
SpinSat
July 30, 2015
Needham, MA
RASA/G-235
80ms
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Figure 6.18:
SpinSat
August 15, 2015
Needham, MA
RASA/G-235
100ms
1.26 e−/ADU
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6.4 Nanosatellites and CubeSats
Nanosatellites have a wet mass between 1 and 10 kg and are almost exclusively launched
as secondary payloads.
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AISSat-2
The Automatic Identication Sys-
tem Satellite (AISSat) monitors ships
tted with AIS transponders for
increased navigational safety even
when ships are far from shore sta-
tions. AISSat is tted with a pre-
deployed VHF monopole antenna,
possibly the source of the bright
glint observed on August 1. AISSat
also has a 3-axis attitude determi-
nation and control system that al-
lows arbitrary inertial or orbit-frame
alignment.
From utias-s.net
Name Launch EOL Orbit [km] Length [m] Mag
AISSat-2 Jul 2014 — 622 0.2 9
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Figure 6.19:
AISSat-2
July 11, 2015
Wellesley, MA
RASA/G-235
250ms
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Figure 6.20:
AISSat-2
August 1, 2015
Needham, MA
RASA/G-235
125ms
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CanX-3a
CanX-3a, also known as the BRIght
Target Explorer (UniBRITE), is a
Canadian nanosatellite design to
make photometric observations of
bright starts. CanX is a program
at the University of Toronto Space
Flight Laboratory with goals simi-
lar to the CubeSat design, but using
slightly larger 20 cm cube satellites.
CanX-3a has 4 wire UHF antennas
and a small magnetometer and is 3-
axis stabilized.
From space.skyrocket.de
Name Launch EOL Orbit [km] Length [m] Mag
CanX-3a Feb 2013 — 775 0.2 10
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Figure 6.21:
CanX-3a
January 18, 2016
Daytona Beach, FL
RASA/G-235
100ms
1.26 e−/ADU
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DICE
The Dynamic Ionosphere CubeSat
Experiment (DICE) is a pair of 1.5U
CubeSats with the mission to map
the geomagnetic storm enhanced
density plasma bulge and plume for-
mations in Earth’s ionosphere. DICE
has several expandable booms and
antennae and is supposed to be spin
stabilized at about 12 RPM. Obser-
vations of both satellites have been
made which show a rapid ash pe-
riod of just over 1 s due to the large
number of deployable instruments
and antennae. The ash pattern ap-
pears to show 4 stepped intensities
before repeating.
From directory.eoportal.org
Name Launch EOL Orbit [km] Length [m] Mag
DICE-1 Oct 2011 436 × 705 0.15 11
DICE-2 438 × 686
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Figure 6.22:
DICE-1
August 1, 2015
Needham, MA
RASA/G-235
125ms
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Figure 6.23:
DICE-2
August 1, 2015
Needham, MA
RASA/G-235
125ms
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Figure 6.24: Higher frequency ash periods are visible when rescaling data
from Figure 6.23.
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Figure 6.25: A Lomb-Scargle periodogram identies the primary ash
period as 1.17 s.
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POPACS
The Polar Orbiting Passive At-
mospheric Calibration Sphere
(POPACS) is a set of three 10 cm
aluminum spheres used for measur-
ing changes in density of the upper
atmosphere. Each of the spheres are
lled with sand and bismuth shot
so that they have dierent ballistic
coecients. Although they began as
highly specular spheres, oxidation
may be responsible for variation
seen in recent observations of each
of the spheres.
From sites.google.com/site/usupopacs/
Name Launch EOL Orbit [km] Diameter [m] Mag
POPACS-1 Sep 2013 — 322 × 1291 0.1 12
POPACS-2 320 × 1355
POPACS-3 324 × 1389
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Figure 6.26:
POPACS-1
January 18, 2016
Daytona Beach, FL
200ms
0.18 e−/ADU
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Figure 6.27: The
major ash pe-
riods from the
Lomb-Scargle
periodogram are
23.6 s and 7.6 s
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Figure 6.28:
POPACS-2
January 18, 2016
Daytona Beach, FL
200ms
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Figure 6.29: A zoomed section of the center of Figure 6.28 shows signi-
cant photometric variation over about 10 s.
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Figure 6.30: A Lomb-Scargle periodogram shows major ash periods of
19.7 s and 11.6 s.
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Figure 6.31:
POPACS-3
January 18, 2016
Daytona Beach, FL
200ms
0.18 e−/ADU
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Figure 6.32: A cropped portion of the plot above showing photometric
variation after 10:42:00 UTC.
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Figure 6.33: Major ash periods are 15.8 s, 12.1 s and 4.8 s.
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Figure 6.34:
POPACS-3
January 20, 2016
Daytona Beach, FL
300ms
0.055 e−/ADU.
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Figure 6.35: Signicant variations are apparent in this zoomed portion of
Figure 6.34.
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Figure 6.36: Major ash periods include 15.7 s and 9.2 s. The 15 s period
was also observed in the same satellite two days earlier (Figure 6.33). Much
longer periods in the periodogram are less likely to be true RSO behavior
because fewer long period samples are captured.
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Chapter 7
Future Eorts and Conclusions
The OSCOM system has demonstrated the ability to regularly track and optically ob-
serve small satellites and CubeSats using commercially available and amateur-class
equipment. This thesis has reviewed many of the elements required for satellite obser-
vations, both hardware and software, and addresses the specic approaches taken by
OSCOM. These observations and their derived data products can be used to characterize
physical traits of resident space objects.
OSCOM has proven its feasibility, but can implement several changes to improve its
eciency and accuracy. One of the primary limitations in the time between observa-
tion and completed photometry is organizing and reducing image data. In just an hour,
several satellites can be observed with the detector at dierent exposure times and gain
levels that all need their own calibration frames. Although OSCOM is exible in how
these images are saved and stored, a standardized image capture routine would greatly
reduce image reduction time and require less human interaction.
Several minor steps of the photometry and analysis process could also be automated,
but are currently performed by an analyst. Statistical routines can automatically make
decisions on aperture radii and data ltering. Most importantly, however, OSCOM
should implement a relative photometry technique using the background eld stars
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visible in every frame. This helps reduce frame-to-frame system variability and results
in magnitudes calibrated with the stellar magnitude system.
As more and more optical space object data is collected, it can be organized and
mined using machine learning techniques. Change detection algorithms are the simplest
to implement, but can alert satellite operators to unexpected or unintended changes
to a satellite. Database mining also enables unknown space object identication or
classication based on the characteristics of current objects. These tools provide new
capabilities for satellite operators and space situational awareness analysts alike.
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